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QUIP J8 is edited by Arnie Katz
(98 Patton Blvd., New Hyde Park,
NY 11040) with a lot of help
from his friends.
Principal
aids this issue were Lon Atkins,
who stenciled his own material,
John Berry, who put his and
Doug Lovenstein’s art on sten
cil, and most of all Ted White,
who is publishing this issue on
the Sublime Qwertyuiop Press.
All headings and stenciling by
yhos.
QUIP continues to be available for trade, LoC, contrib, or 500 a copy. No sub
scriptions .
Also no monsterzines or Star Trek zines. QUIP
is published bi-monthly.
I’m
beginning to believe that, but
I’m still skeptical, though
this issue is a little ahead of
schedule.
5 August 1968.

Fanzines for review should be
sent to Greg Benford, 874 Juanita Dr., Walnut Creek, Califor
nia 94529

Perhaps I was a little hasty, last issue, in my debunking of
fannish religion.
After QUIP #7 was lost for the second time (last
issue’s reports of its rescue were a bit premature. .TF I began to get
an inkling of the truth.
I was being punished.
Like all the Great Sinners, I was being put through a fannish hell-on-earth with Dick
("QUIP is a hoax, right?”) Lupoff and Ted (’’Whatever happened to
QUIP?”) White as my furies. And there I sat, like a fannish Job. ab
andoned upon a pile of crudzines, pawn of an Angry God.
But through suffering I have returned to the path of truth; my
error has become apparent to me.
I have neglected to propritiate the
One who'has place and power second onl; to the almighty Ghu, whose
existence ! now joyously affirm. My oname is that I should have come
to the truth sooner.
Gods, as we all know, are divine powers whose
workings are beyond the compass of the minds of fen.
Yet in his in
finite wisdom, Ghu has provided fankind with an intermediary , a Vicar
of Ghu on Darth.
Ghu has plucked one from among his flock and raised
him up, made him the disposer of our fannish fates in This Life. Bles
sed be the Postmaster, Watson be his name.

The last time I visited Andy Porter, he showed me his bulging
file of LoCs on the last ALGOL. Now I know how the "have not” nat
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ions feel, know why disgruntled people all over the world throw stones
at their nearest American Embassy.
If the letter of comment situation
around here doesn’t improve dramatically, Andy may well have to start
worrying about the safety of his apartment’s windows.
Recent QUIP letter columns have been lean not because I wanted
it that way, but because I got damn few letters in the first place.
I suppose things got derailed because of the post office hassle over
QUIP #7. People seem to have gotten out of the habit of writing.
Let me urge all of you to take up that habit at the earliest possible
opportunity.
As things stand now, I’m reasonably serious about this ”bi->
monthly” business, but without letter column feedback, it’s pretty
hard to generate enthusiasm among the contributors (and the helpers
and editor). And without that enthusiasm,!’m afraid that I won’t be
able to promise many more issues.

So there you are, fettering on the thin edge of writing a let
ter to QUIP.
I sympathize.
Why indeed should you write a letter to
QUIP rather than a half dozen ’’Save Star Trek’” notes? Because, I
answer, twirling my mustache as much as its meager growth will allow,
you’re a fan of the world and understand the principle of enlight
ened self-interest.
Or to put it more plainly, I’m willing to bribe
you to write those substancial letters.

There are a number of fannish projects going forward around
here, and most of them will eventually be published as adjuncts to
QUIP, probably as practionally numbered issues.
If you contribute,
trade, or write letters of comment regularly, you’ll get these extra
goodies right along with your copy of QUIP.
If you don’t you won’t,
and you’ll have to buy these publications for Cash i-loney.
I’m pretty
sure these will be items you'll want.
Though I don’t intend to hype
things in advance, but I will mention that rich brown has finished
his fan novel, and it is now being illustrated by Steve Stiles for
fall publication (it says here).
So let’s hear from you.

--- Arnie Katz
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ALL OLiA AESTEADAAS
Jim Blish has suddenly become a fanzine editor.
A few extreme
ly old fans who received the first Blish-edited issues of KALKI must
have dug feebly into shaky old memory cells and produced eventually
remembrance that this wasn’t the first time that Blish had published
a fanzine, nis first was T&S PLMLJTBER, issued during the middle
1950’s.
The majority of tne fans who have emerged in the last de
cade or two must have wondered at the ease with which a filthy pro
had suddenly assumed the fannish capacity. Hardly a fan is now alive fits into a third group of reactors — those who remembered
Jim Blish’s most important fanzine, TUMBRILS.

It must be the most obscure important fanzine.
I haven’t seen
a reference to it in print for at least a dozen years, nobody ever
reprints from it, and it’s barely known to the Fanzine Index.
Only
one of its twenty-four issues is listed there,
iio conspiracy or
other mysterious circumstances caused this forgetfulness to envelop
TUIiBRILS.
It had the misfortune to appear throughout its career in
the Vanguard Amateur Press Association mailings. VAPA rarely had
more than a couple dozen participants, many of whom weren't fans in
th,e usual sense, there seems to have been little distributions of
TUMBRILS outside the mailings, and even when it existed, TUMBRILS
was almost unknown to general fandom.
But it would be indespensable
reading for anyone who attempted a large-scale essay on Blish as a
writs?, some of its contents throw interesting sidelights on Blish’s
fiction because of the common subject matter, and. TUMBRILS provides
the only large-scale look at Blish’s mature non-critical non-fic
tion.
Understand, this was not a fundamentalist, sercon fanzine.
Blish would certainly have disdained to call it a fanzine when it
was appearing from 1945 through 1950, and I’ve been afraid to ask
him what he would, call it today.
It dealt occasionally with science
fiction, more often with matters vaguely related, to science fiction,
sometimes with completely mundane things.
In a file of TUMBRILS,
you would find only a couple of pieces of very brief fiction, a
larger quantity of poetry, mailing comments in its earlier issues,
and imposing essays of every length.
Blish usually wrote most or
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all of the contents, but occasionally published contributions by out
siders.
Illustrations wore rarities, and an issue might run from a
half-dozen to more than 30 pages.
If it had one typical attribute,
it was the way it demanded the reader’s closest attention.
Blish
didn’t write down to his audience and obviously considered his read
ers as highly intelligent people capable of understanding big words
and possessed of considerable basic knowledge in a wide variety of
fields* His style in TUHDRiLS was not obscure or crabbed, but it
had nothing in common with' the sort of essays you found in your
first grade reader*
This time I’ll stick to TUliBRILS as the sermon topic, but I
should point out that this was not the only fanzine productivity
from the Blish of the 1940’s. He published several issues of
devoted to mailing commments.
I can’t find it at all in the Fanzine
Index, but maybe that’s because I don’t know where they put the pub
lications whose titles consist solely of punctuation marks. He also
published occasional official VAPA publications and a few other less
important apa titles.

One of the remarkable things about TUMBRILS is the similarity
of many topics in it to the matters that concern so many fans today.
Do you think that Ayn Rand is a writer who has attracted fannish attention only within the past decade? You’re dead wrong.
Disguised
as a letter to Chandler Davis, a long review of ’’The Fountainhead”
appeared in the 11th issue, distributed in February 1947? with the
11th VAPA mailing.
Blish said, in part:-

i
t

”It’s not a great book, of course.
Dy the nature of its the
sis, it could not have been, because the great book on that thesis
has already been written, and nobody in this stage of our culture can
hope to do it again better than it was done in ’Also Sprach Zarathus
tra'. .. Ayn Rand may be a victim of a sort of philosophical Gernsback
delusion, but she has sugar-coated one of the bitterest pills people
I
like you will have to swallow in the coming years, which is a sort
of serviceIf you like, you can seo in ’The Fountainhead'’ one of
the great precepts made available to you by Goethe, Spongier, Korzybski, and a number of others.
If you don’t like it, you can blame
Nietzsche, who has earned it; if you do, credit Rand, who hasn’t..;
It is ’The Fountainhead' ’s thesis — not Ayn land's — that only the
people who arc good at doing certain things are good at doing them.
Not everybody.
Only those who are competent are competent.
Psychol- .
ogy, as opposed to educational psychology, philosophy as opposed to
sentimental economic theory; General Semantics, as opposed to maxims;
. those fields make of individual differences our major materiae logi-
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ca. Science is a useful habit of mind, engaged in forcing similarity;
but it all begins with the recognition that every person, every object
every event, is unique and like nothing else, any place, any time.”

The same mailing distributed the 12th TUMBRILS, whose lead art
icle dealt with another topic that retains its prominence today; the
draft and those who object to it.
The article quoted a press release
about a draft card burning demonstration in Washington "against the
impending threat of peacetime conscription" and ended with Blish’s
own opinions about the effectiveness of statistically small protest
move:.ent s:

"This protest may not, probably
will not, prevent universal military
conscription from being enacted.
It
will pound home into the noggins of our
military-headed State Department that
an unknown proportion of its draft ar
my is going to be disaffected, and
that the draft army is to be a less re
liable instrument of policy than they
had hoped.
A small result? Certainly.
But it is of such paving-stones that
the road to peace is made — not of
pyramid-like blocks requiring thousands
of people to move."
You don’t normally think today
of Blish as a person with strong in
terest in poetry.
Of all the poets you might imagine him to write about, Clark Ashton Smith would require one of the greatest exertions
of that imagination.
But in the second TUMBRILS, distributed in May,
1945, two pages are devoted to GAS’s poetry. Blish recalls that Ed
win Markham called Smith the greatest American poet, "and while it is
obvious from internal evidence that ’The Man with the Hoe’ was a
fluke, it is possible for a man to be right twice in his life." Blish
estimates that the wordage written about Smith must equal the output
regarding Cabell, but finds barely
2,000 words of actual criticism
of Smith in all the outpouring.
He decides that ’’Smith has occasion
ally achieved some really moving effects with such eclectic material,"
and occasionally "the results are more unfortunate...to the sober
reader merely the sewage of a plastic-and-chronium Eblis." Blish
finds that Smith does not have full control of the quality of his po
etry but does possess control of prose and chose deliberately a style
and material that "is incomprehensible and boring to the pulp read
ers whom he has — perhaps perforce —addressed most often.
It is
moribund and intolerably ’arty’ to a literate reader.
The best he
can hope from it is that it will please the very tiny segment of the
reading public that is made up of men like Derleth and Lovecraft,
who, incapable of distinguishing the artistic from the arty, can pass
it through their digestive tracts and absorb from it the little nour
ishment that it contains.
As a product of irresistable influences and
inclinations, it might have been forgivable. As the conscious choice
of a man who has shown that he can do better, it is funny."
Blish’s own preference in poetry seemed to favor quite advanced

style and hard-to-extract inner meanings.
I hesitate to quote from
C
his own poetry in IIFxBRILS, since its effectiveness increases as you/
grow accustomed to a lot of it.
If' anyone must suffer, let it be an
/T
outside contributor, Ree Dragbnette.
”A Dedicated Poem” appeared in
the 20th TUMBRILS, distributed in February, 1949.
Blish praised it
highly, and' it’s typical of his preferences in this eras

.
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’’Met to no burning point
At any day’s encountered dark.

Touched somnolent recall
In monotones, of sun
Of frequent sky
From unfamiliar weather
Taught sudden modes
To quick, divergent light.

Paused;
Informed astonishment of answer
In ear grown conchoid
Struck to resonance.”
Better known today, because of his fiction, is Blish’s inter
est in music. He once wrote a story in which Richard Strauss comes
back to life.
Only slightly less impressive is what Blish did about
Richard Strauss in VAPA.
He published some fifty pages of review
and associated materials about one record album containing music by
Strauss.
In the late 1940’s RCA Victor released in this country a 78
rpm album containing four twelve-inch records.
They contained with a
few cuts the final scenes from "Electra” conducted by Sir Thomas Bee
cham.
This was only about forty minutes’ music, but it was a tremen
dous event in that era, before the Ip record caused the production of
modern operas in uncut, complete form to become commonplace.
The
21st TUMBRILS, distributed in June 1949, consisted solely of a 52-page
review of this album, delving deeply into the background of the music,
its Freudian implications, and the Straussian composing methods in
general.. In the same mailing, Virginia Blish published her transla
tion of the portion of the libretto contained in the Beecham album.
As if- this weren’t enough, the next mailing provided VAPA members with
ten pages of ’’appendices” to the foregoing: musical quotations to go
with the prose and miscellaneous additional information.
I feel quite
certain that the "Electra” publishing must have consumed as much time
as a short novel would have eaten up.
The scholarship that went into
it is almost frightening, dealing with this important opera in such
depth and detail as nothing known to me in print in professional mus
icology even today. And it was almost completely wasted, as far as
the readership was concerned.
Perhaps five or six VAPA members were
interested enough in music to be able to make sense of most of what
Blish wrote, and I doubt that Blish circulated his accomplishment much
outside the organization, because of copyright problems.

Less rarified in subject was an essay in the sixth TUMBRILS,
which went out in January 1946.
Francis T. Laney had been propagandi
zing. for jazz in. FAPA, and Blish thought that Laney was making too
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much of a kind of music that Blish enjoyed himself.
Laney had re
marked that jazz fans "are going to listen to the stuff that kicks us
and to the devil with the rest of it." Blish took this as the text
for his sermon:

"It assumes that there is no way to judge a work of art — in
any artform — except through the personal preference of the individ
ual spectator or auditor, as Mr. Laney agrees in the next line of his
essay. Actually it does not make any difference whether this is Mr.
Laney’s opinion, and the opinion of millions, or not; it does not hap
pen to be facto
I propose a similar example; millions believe that
the world is only as old as Bible concordances make it, a matter of
some 8000 years; specialists in the subject know that this estimate is
wrong, and ’way wrong®
In exactly the same fashion, anyone who is
thoroughly familiar with music as an art-form — a field involving
vast areas of knowledge outside the emotional twinges of the uninstruc
ted — is aware that there are definite standards of judgement in the
weighing of a musical composition, which seldom change regardless of
what Mr. Laney or anyone else happens to ’like’.
Unfortunately Mr.
Laney does not seem to know what these tests and measurements are, let
alone how they are applied; he has held the mirror of his personal
preferences up between himself and music, and naturally cannot see any
more therein than what he himself brings to the observing.
The mirror
itself is the multiplicand of his equation, and has flung back in his
face, even in the course of a two-page essay, a whole series of con
tradictions; it has made it impossible for him to be faithful even to
the method he wants to use...
Jazz, like the pulp magazine idiom,
continues to forge ahead in any number of directions at once, with
the astonishing commercial vitality discoverable in any industry which
manufactures a utilitarian product needed in the kitchen or by the
kitchen-mechanic.
It has about the same artistic standing as Lowndes’
love magazines or the two-in-one corkscrew.
The cook may feel that
the corkscrew is a very useful object and one hell of a lot nicer to
have around than an Epstein bust, regardless of superficial similari
ties between the two objects. Mr. Laney, in his turn, prefers jazz."

Despite the frightening thoroughness with which he sometimes
considered a topic, Blish also had the knack of putting into compact
and plain form quite difficult matters, when he felt in the mood.. For
instance, the fiction of James Joyce’s later years.
I haven't seen
anywhere a better brief explanation of the reasons for its difficult
ties than a mailing comment in the 13th TUMBRILS, in the September
1947 VAPA mailing;

"As for why a committee is needed to explicate Finnegan prop
erly: Joyce spoke fluently every major European language, as well as
Russian, Norwegian, Latin, Greek, and Chinese.
It had smatterings of
other languages, including Sanscrit. He was a medical school gradu
ate, with a continuing interest in the sciences® He had a good ten
or voice and knew music from the technical as well as the listener's
side. And so on; he was a flabbergastingly erudite man and evidently
had an eidetic memory.
He used everything he knew in writing the last
novel, and the reader, lacking both Joyce’s original information and
the knowledge of where and how he used it in writing the book, is at
a considerable disadvantage in explicating it.
If you have on your
committee another person who speaks fourteen languages — Pound say —
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then your language problem is pretty well solved?
but most normal
scholars rarely speak more than two languages well? so that’s seven
people necessary for your committee right there.
Then, philology is
a special science, rarely combined with, say, knowledge of music, in
the same person.
Two more committee members. And does anybody in the
room know Dublin well enough to tell us which church in that city is
known as St.-George-The-Greek, and on what street it is located? No?
Well, we’ll have to find one — and ask him him Eccles Street in Chapelizod runs as far as the house number 1132, while you’re at it, and
if so, whether or not the house is still there.”
Then there were the occasional light-hearted moments in TUM
BRILS, not many of them, but worth the hunt.
One page in the 16th
TUMBRILS, distributed in July 1948? would be a good candidate for re
printing intact someday? provided copyright permission can be obtained.
Entitled Bloody Pulp Stories? it takes the hero in a few hundred words
through the pulp art forms of the sea story? African adventure? gothic
mystery, sport epic, and horse opera? ending with a final section for
which the reader was supposed to supply his own technicalities because
"we’ve had a bad day"s

"I-Iaren looked at Fenwick, the
___ standing in her
_ .
He brushed her _____ gently with his _____ ___ , and took her little
in his huge one.

"’’Don’t be, darling? ’• he

softly."

This could go on and on.
TUMBRILS had splendid Eric Frank
Russell articles, on Fortean theories and rascism in science fiction;
an extended series by Blish on the art of prosody that beats all hol
low the explanations you read in college literature books;
more mu
sical material, like a long explanation of Vanguard Records, the fandirected commercial recording firm, and an extensive commentary on
Peter Grimes; a whole barrage of articles, comments, and replies de
voted to another of Blish’s favorites, Ezra Pound; philosophizing about the apa phenomenon in general and FAPA in particular; morsels of
information about such recondite subjects as the art of silk-screen
ing and a fantasy by James Eenimore Cooper; and, as the advertisements
always say today, much more. A big anthology from TUMBRILS is needed;
until someone gets the ambition to publish one, keep your eyes open
for the few surviving VAPA mailings, in case one should be offered for
sale.

--- Harry Warner

The pickle is a psychedelic cucumber...
BIASED POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT

St. Louis is bidding for the 1969 worldcon? and I haven’t been
bugging you until now about it, because I suppose bidding hoopla
could get to be a drag if you aren’t PassionafLy Interested.
St. Louis
has a fine committee chairmaned by Ray Fisher and supported by such
St Louisites as the Couches and Ilank Luttrell.
Come to the St. Louis
parties at the con and Ask Questions. And vote St. Louis!
I I

(Dave, Arnie, reel, Charlie, BracL, or Leigh)

I’m not too sure who you are, or what the name of your fanzine
might be, but I found your desperate plea in the cigar box when I re
turned from the Lidwes^on last week.
1 lose notebooks, and fans some
times
pick my pockets, so I carry with me a handy cigar box as a
kind of repository for oddments collected at a convention. You may
have noticed the box resting on the front seat of the car in the park
ing lot, if you were at the hidwescon and I allowed you inside.
(Sev
eral fans I know weren’t there; they went instead to Milford to wor
ship at the feet of the Mob.
One fan I know was there, but 1 kept him
out of the car;
Joe Hensley has the annoying habit of collecting dash
knobs from automobiles, and a driver often doesn't miss a wiper con
trol or a hand-choke knob until he gets to use it.
Last year he got
my push-pull light switch.)
If you bought any used books, magazines,
or fanzines from me, I’m reasonably certain you noticed the box: you
saw your money disappear into it.
But to the point of this: when I reached home, I cleaned out
the beer bottles, the crunched soda pop cans, the bread crumbs, and
the fanzine sample copies thrown into the back of the car, and then
turned upside down the cigar box to finish the cleaning chore.
Eight
y-six dollars in cash and a check for fourteen dollars and fifty cents
fell out, reminding me once again of a successful poker game — but I
regret to say the check has since bounced, and it had been earned the
hard way: filling an inside straight.
Struck to the bottom of the box
(you have an execrable taste in bubblegum) was your plaintive plea for
some bit of literary material, to help fill the pages of your next is
sue. You didn't sign your name or lention the title of your publication
— just like a lousy editor.
I don't know where I'm casting these
pearls: to LOCUS, S1RRUISH, NARGOTHROND, QUIP, KALLIKANZhROS, or ADVO-^
CATES OF THE INFINITE.
You were all there, end one of you nicked me
for fifteen cents0
1 won't oive you a written report of my banquet speech, because
there wasn't a banquet and I didn’t make a speech.
Not too long after
the New York convention last September, a disenchanted California cri
tic said in his con report that I had delivered a long and boring
speech at the banquet; he lumped me together with those other boring
windbags, Ellison and Moskowitz, and deplored the lot of us.
But he
was right; he.opened my eyes, and I determined never again to deliver
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long and boring speeches. Hereafter, they would be short and boring.
At the Midwescon this year, I delivered a short and boring talk. You
may have been the loud-mouthed wit at the front table who timed me at
something over three minutes.
This last meeting was the 19th midwescon.
The first one, which
just sort of happened away back there in prehistoric times when Bob
Bloch was only a poor boy in Weyauwega, was held upstairs over Doc
Barrett’s office in Bellefontaine, Ohio.
Doc had taken over a house
and fitted out the lower floor as a suiteof offices and consultation
rooms; and the upper floor was transformed into hobby rooms. We met *
upstairs.
Well, the convention sort of overflowed and was held down
stairs too, when someone discovered the medicinal alcohol there.
To
be sure, there was a surgical object or some kind of hospital souvenir
in the jar of alcohol, but that didn’t matter to the thirsty.
Doc Barrett had three rooms upstairs as I recall, and that first
small con filled them all.
(This was before we could afford a hotel
with doors for Jim Harmon to practice on.)

The central room was a really large library sort of room where
the fans met, talked, passed out on the floor, and pilfered books.
Ad
joining that room was a smaller one, rather like a cozy den, where the
marathon poker games took place.
We were poker crazy.
We kept a game
going all night, pausing only long enough to rush out to breakfast.
We’d bask for ten or fifteen minutes in the refreshing sunlight of a
new day and then, our strength returned, we’d run upstairs to roll
Bloch off the table and start a new game. Bloch slept on the table
when we weren’t using it.
There was a thrid room on that upper floor,
a private room at the back of the house which was off-limits to visit
ing fans. Doc used that room for his ten dollar abortions.
I remember many, many photographs taken at that first Midwes
con. There were several gag photographs involving Doc, his office
nurse, various fans hamming it up, and some of the surgical instruments
found in nearby cases.
Despite the great number of pictures taken,
very few are in circulation today. Most of the fans involved later
bought up and burned the negatives.
There was one unsavory bit of business at this year’s meeting.
In past years, no fee had been charged at the Cincinnati meeting, but
then a bit later a one dollar admission fee was levied to help defray
the expenses of the continual open house in the committee:
food and
refreshments were served as long as they lasted, which usually meant
two or three days.
That proved very successful, financially, and a
certain officer of the Cincinnati Fantasy Group asked me (as presiding
officer of the dinner) to introduce a motion to the floor.
The ques
tion was: shall a five dollar registration fee be charged, beginning
next year? I put the question and called for a vote without debate. A
thundering majority shouled No!
Their response was so loud, so great,
that it seemed unnecessary to call for the affirmative side of the
question and the issue was laid to rest immediately.
The Cincinnati
officer seemed crestfallen.
There was only one real life editor present at the tables: Bea
Mahaffey of Other Worlds.
Some neofans were so rude as to ask what

that magazine is or was, and Big Hearted Howard quickly sold them sam
ple copies at five dollars each0
(There were also two or three fake
editors present, but they received short shrift.
George Price and Ed
Wood huckstered Advent books and spread the news that Harry Warner’s
Fan History was being readied for the printers; and off in a dim,far
corner lurked Earl Kemp, who edited the back-cover blurbs for the
Nightstand Books.)
The list of writers and ^Authors* present seemed
endless, but Fritz Leiber got a nice hand and Lee Hoffman was later
seem signing autographs on some of her Western novels; her 1967 book
The Valdez Horses, won the Spur Award from the Western Writers group
and some fans felt that was almost r s good as a tarnished Hugo or a
rusty Pong.

Ted White returned my missing Ten of Clubs.
It had been stolen
from a poker deck fourteen years ago, at Beastley1s-on-the-Bayou.
I
suspect he got it from Harlan Ellison.
The people who frequented the room parties this year got an
unexpected break: someone from Detroit brought along ten or a dozen or
maybe fifteen old science fiction movies and launched a marathon show
ing in the motel basement.
Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of movie buffs
and squealing neos (if there is a distinction) descended upon the hap
less projectionist immediately after the dinner ended, and sat or
stoof or sprawled through endless hours of King Kong and The Thing and
Flash Gordon Somewhere and Them and Captain Marvel and X and Journev
to the Seventh PlaneJ and Voodoo World or Island and that ancient Gene
Autry epic The Phantom Empire.
Those sane men who stayed above ground
promptly recognized their opportunity to visit the St. Louis party and
clean out their stock, and then the Columbus party to clean out their
stock, and then the Cincinnati party to clean out their stock.
When
the larders were empty and dry, Joe Hensley was dispatched down the
street to the White Castle to buy fifty hamburgers (at his expense, of
course), and the survivors retired to poolside to watch the sun come
up and the morning mail train go by, as is the quaint old Midwescon
custom. An hour or so after those two events, after the last man stag
gered off to bed,
the basement erupted hundreds, or thousands, of
glassy-eyed movie buffs howling for relief — the projectionist final
ly ran out of film, or just called a halt, at seven in the morning. A
prowl car stopped at the curb, its two occupants nervously fingering
their canisters of tear gas.

(Item: the next motel dov/n the street was hosting a sorority
convention.
There is no truth to the rumor that the cops had been
sent there during the night, acting on a false tip that a pack of coeds
were chasing a naked fan through the halls.)
A funny thing happened at the poolside meeting.
The same funny
thing happens there every year and it gets rather tiresome.
Someone
in a ftiellow glow brought up -the golden age of Midwescons- and recalled
the particular year 1957 (or perhaps it was 1945 or 1861) when BNFs
from the four corners of the world gathered about the same pool.
Some
one revealed his ignorance by saying: -Ch yeah, that was the year Boyd
Raeburn drove down in his snappy little red sportscar and threw GM Carr
into the pool.- Gertrude was never thrown into the pool.
Some churl
ish fan only started the rumor that Boyd had committed the act. And
someone is likely to say -And yeah, man, that was the year old Nameless

Nameless brought down his suitcase full of liquor (forty bottles, for
ty different colors) and plied Elinor Busby numb, full of evil inten
tions, and old Buz was so mad he beat the man into a shapeless mon
ster.- Another baseless rumor. Buz never caught up with the man.
But if Buz reads these lines, he will be somewhat astonished to know
that old Nameless Nameless appeared again this year, just as obnoxious
as ever.
(And this is as good a place as any to plant the rumor that
we smashed his forty bottles by jumping repeatedly on his suitcase —
the fellow was reduced to drinking St. Louis refreshments.)
I found only a few more notes in the cigar box, each in my own
handwriting and none affixed with bubblegum.
One said simply: #£.
I
wonder what the hell that means? There was no room numbered ....
oh yes there was, too.
She was tall and had attractive red hair,
and her husband stood in the kitchen, passing beer bottles and watch
ing me.
A second note said: Vic address Howard.
I understand that.
Big Hearted Howard wants Vic Ryan’s address, perhaps to dun him for an
old purchase. Another piece of paper reads: Luise no.

The cigar box is empty.
I’m quite certain it did contain the
minutes of a Fanoclast meeting I attended, but the minutes are now
among the missing.
They may have been stolen.
For almost two hours
I sat at the feet of the Master, learning how to be a Ted White satel
lite, and later secretly put to paper everything I heard and saw in
that room.
If you are a member of the Lunarians, publishing some Lu
natic fanzine, you will learn now for the first time that the Fanoclasts have plotted a mammoth raid on your membership records to ob
tain the names on your rolls; they plan to subvert your organization
and siphon off your members into their club.
They are envious of your
huge membership, your swollen treasury, and your superior status in New
York circles.
There is also some vague plan afoot for ’’taking over
Science Fiction Times." Another editor named Arnie Katz intends to
merge it to his magazine Quip to gain the four or five hundred circu
lation overnight.
There is no truth to the rumor that the Lunarians will be bid
ding for the worldcon in 1971.
They passed, in favor of Moskowitz and
his group across the river.
SaM has another award to bestow and needs
a podium.
If you, whoever you are, left early you should be told that the
1968 Midwescon ended with two whimpers, but not a bang.

About noon, Monday, a maid stomped into the room with a broom
in hand and fire in her eye.
She stared balefully at me and I whim-,
pered.
I was unfit to rouse up and drive home on only three hours’
sleep but the woman was adamant; cleaning up the mess left by some 200
fans had destroyed her sense of wonder.
The second whimper was heard
in the motel office.
When I checked out, the manager vias staring aghast
at the nice hand given to Fritz Leiber — Fritz had inadvertently left
it behind.
Louise no?

--- Bob Tucker
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Just as I was beginning to worry about whether she was going to
make the 12; 30 flight to Cincinnati, my "wife1' Cindy walked into the
Kennedy nirport terminal, carting "our" child on her back Indian fash
ion.
I used Quotation marks- because Cindy is very happily married to
De>ve Van Arnam, and-the child in question is, of course, theirs. Dave,
you see, has a Thing about Airplanes; he doesn’t think they're safe.
Cindy, on the other hand, didn’t think it fair to impose on the other
riders in one or another of the fan cars riding to the Midwestcon to the
eatent of an 0-month old baby who might cry and such during the course
of a long trip.
Since the Van nraams have agreed to disagree about
flying, Cindy decided to fly to the convention.
I gallantly offered to
let her fly as ay wife so sho could save on her fare.
It was only af
ter I’d made the reservations that the airline girl told me that we
couldn’t get Family Plan rates because our flight left after noon on
Friday«
I couldn’t quite bring myself to say, "Oh, that’s all right,
we’re not really married." So we let the reservations stand. Even
Cindy’s suitcase, which she checked at the curb, had a tag reading
"hrs, Arnold Katz" She really lived the part.■ /e weren’t together five
minutes before she was henpecking me.
"It's your turn to carry the
baby," she said.
"No," I replied, showing a bit of husbandly pluck.
"She's yours too!" Cindy reasoned.
in her eyes.,

Faint flashings were visable

"But I’m afraid it’ll break, Cindy," I pleaded, for I knew Dave
would never forgive me if she did.
Cindy looked at me impatiently.
Already our marriage was on the rockso

"Knock it off,"I said," or I'll divorce you." Cindy surren
dered to this show of strength and kept the baby.
But marriage is
something of a compromise, so I carried all the rest of her gear.

Je found Andy Porter and John Berry who were also taking the
same flight, and we all went to the boarding gate.
Cindy said, she was
hungry and wanted to know if we’d be served Food.
"In tourist class?"
I scoffed, ever the seasoned traveler.
"All they’ll give us is stale
little sandwiches in cellophane.
That’s what they served me after ev
ery stop on the way back to Buffalo from ot. Louis." Cindy disagreed,

saying that she thought they might give us Real Food.
I thought my
private little superior thoughts, at least until they placed the roast
beef dinners in front of us.
The flight was otherwise unassumingly
competent.
The only thing 1 thought exceptional was a non-event.
Wen
dy Fawn'Van Arnam didn’t carry on one bit during the entire flight.

Our group reformed again at the Covington Kentucky airport, from
which we went by limosine to the North Plaza Hotel.
As soon as we got
our rooms, Cindy ran off to hers to change the baby (I thought the one

she already had was quite satisfactory, but...), leaving me to bring
her suitcase over later.
Cindy had just sprung the news that Dave
wasn’t coming at all; he had a book to do.
I made the obvious offer,
but Cindy was already rooming with Adrienne Hicks.

I remember distinctly that I was just going to drop off my own
bag and take hers right over.
I got all the way to the theshold of my
room, #14, before I was hailed by a Female Voice.
I looked up to see
Lesleigh Couch running toward me, arms wide.
Cindy’s luggage, I deci-

ded as I kissed Lesleigh hello under the watchful scrutiny of l.ank
Luttrell, could wait a bite
It was a typical first convention conver
sation; I found out who was there already, and we all tried to figure
out who’d be there by and byo A couple of young looking boys came up
to us, whom Hank introduced as Doug Lovenstein and George Foster.
I
was let in on Doug’s Big Secret; he’s been fourteen for two years.
When he first started publishing, he was a little shy about being only
thirteen, so he tacked on an extra year to give himself that air of
maturity.
This only makes Doug’s record in fandom even more remarka
ble. He gave me my contributor’s copy of ARIOCH #3 which looked great
(and read pretty well later...), up^n which I congratulated him.
After about an hour of easy conversation, Cindy’s suitcase im-

pinged on my conscience.
I was about to do the Right Thing and leave,
the group when I heard Elliot Shorter calling up to me from street
level.
The rooms are on high groundo A two foot grass sward slopes
steeply to a three foot vertical drop to the roadway.
’’Lower Cindy’s
suitcase," Elliot bellowed at me0
.-

"I?m scared of heights,"! protested feebly. Under Elliot’s aw
ful gaze I inched down the grassy hill.
I passed the suitcase to his
waiting mammoth hands and scrambled back up .to safe ground.
We moved down the row ,of rooms to #5, the St. Louis suite.
What with the St„ Louis suite at one end of my row and the Columbus
suite at the other, #14 felt like the Focal Point of Fandom.
In the
suite,. I was told that there was no party there that night, though a
few fans like me were invited to drop by. Leigh Couch told me this, as
did Norberte
Lesleigh and Chris Couch told me there was no party there

that night. Even Hank told me there was no party.
In fact, most of
the St. Louis contingent spent most of the day telling each other about how there wasn’t going to be a party in #5 that night.
It seemed
to.give them a sense of well-being to know that, the first night, they
weren’t going to try to hog all the action, but instead give people
who wanted to hold small parties a chance. There also seemed to be a
vast amount of staring out the window at the people below, which
seemed to give some of the suite’s denizens a lot of amusement.
I said'
that it was very easy to see someone as an idiot from afar, but I sug
gested that Hank, Chris, Lesleigh, and Jerry Kaufman ought to go down
there to give the fuggheads a chance to fight back. After Hank had
thoroughly discomfited an unsuspecting Fred Lerner with a truly thun
derous ”Hey Fred!” people thankfully lost interest in that sport.

I ran down to Tucker’s van as soon as I heard from Leigh Couch
that he had arrived and was already huckstering like crazy.
By the
time I got there, Bob had already sold virtually all the fanzines, num
erous prozines and books, and, I think, some 28 memberships in the Chicon I.
With all his wares gone and the money speeding to a reputable
bank in the armored car, the dollar signs faded from his eyes, and he
became once more Grandfather Tucker, famous in song and story.
Big
Hearted Howard was already sitting in the van with Bob, and they shoved
over to make room for Don and Maggie Thompson, John Berry and me. We
had our own little convention. The program wasn’t much, but the par
ties were great.
It was a trifle close in the van, so I strolled down to the
pool, where I found Alex Panshin had already staked out his domain. He
tried to talk me into a game of miniature golf, but I declined. Midwestcons seem to bring out the miniature golf-playing instincts in the
Fanoclasts, but I didn’t think the time for Sport had yet come.

I fell into conversation with Hike Lalor who, with Larry Smith
and Bob Hillis comprises the latest incarnation of the Columbus bidding
committee.
Our conversation was quite pleasant, even those portions
of it which touched the bid.
I had heard tales of Columbus' green
bowling shirts, and I tried to point out to Mike some of the obvious
disadvantages of such a "group uniform".
It looks a little foolish, I
suggested, to have everyone look the same. Even more importantly, when
the wearers are not very well known to begin with , such uniforms can
give them an unwanted anonymity. As if on cue, someone rushed up with
Mike’s shirt, fresh from the cleaners.
I could not believe my eyes!
When people had told me "greeen bowling shirts", my mental picture had
been of a white, tan, or grey shirt with a green saturn ensignia and
lettering. Little did I know.
The shirt is an eye-blinding green,
with the lettering and emblem in silver.
Truly my puny imaginings
paled before the gaudy reality of the Olentangy SFS bowling shirts.
To
Mike's credit, he refused his friend’s suggestion that he immediately
don the shirt.
In fact, I don’t think I saw Mike wearing his bowling
shirt during the rest of the con.
I wish the rest of the committee
members were as easy-going and sensible-sounding as Mike.
At dinner, I introduced John to another Midwestcon institution,
Frisch's, that paragon of cheap restaurants.
John entered into this
with his customary elan and ordered cheeseburgers like an Old Hand the
rest of the weekend.
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\Je went to the St. Louis suixe where a riproaring party was in
full swing, just in time to meet the newly-arrived John Ayotte and Darroll Pardoe.
I took the opportunity to quiz Darroll about contempora
ry British fandom.
He confirmed my hunch that they were a fairly nice
bunch in person, but we both mourned their seeming impotence in print.
Betty Gaines, wife of the editor of C0SIGN, took a seat on the
floor near me, and I asked her if she had any feelings of being a
"fanzine widow".
I’d never really thought much about the fate of a
wife, herself not overly interested in fanzine fandom, whose husband
was an active fanzine publisher.
Potty admitted that, at first, hav
ing people coming and going unannounced at odd hours bothered her, but
that now she felt properly blase about fans.
She also said that she
and Bob * would be visiting New York — unfortunately they’re coming the
weekend of the worldcon, so we won’t see them at all.
Though I’d exchanged "hello"s with Suzanne Thompkins that after
noon, Friday evening was my first real meeting with members of bur
geoning Pittsburg fandom^
I didn’t get a chance to say all that much
to Suzanne’s co-editor on GRANFALLGON, Linda Eyster, but I did converse
at length with Ginjer Buchanan.
I told her I thought she’d misinter
preted what Ted White had said at the Bisclave in her con report and
come on a little strongo We talked it around until it was obvious to
both of• us that Ted’s point about most sf being set in worlds in which
things are very black and white (compared to the varied grey’s of re
ality) was pretty much trueo
In the process, we found we disliked the
same types of sf, principally s&s.
Taking a chance on spoiling our
rapport, I steered the conversation to the numbers that Pittsburg fan
dom wears, saying much the same thing I’d said to Hike Lalor about the
shirts,
Ginjer explained that originally they’d worn the numbers (and
the black costumes affected by most Pittsburgers at the Disclave) as a
gimmick to lift them out of the utter anonymity of neofannishness.
Though I could have cheerfully talked longer with Ginjer, it was
getting to be 10:50, and the continued absence of LeeH, Ted, and Robin
bothered me increasingly.
Though I guessed that they hadn’t left
Bright and Early from Philadelphia where Ted- was one of the stars of a
writeis’ workshop, it seemed to me that they should have arrived by
then.
John Berry, Cindy, and I circulated around looking for Ted, in
case he’d already gotten in and started looking for the action.
We
knocked at the Columbus suite and ^erc admitted to a virtually empty
room,
The Columbus committeemen were polite, but wary.
The three of
us stood in the center of the oppressively silent room talking, while
three or four Chians stared at us from the sidelines.
"Maybe we
should be facing outward," I suggested to John and Cindy,"like the
wagon trains under attack." My cohorts got the idea, and we left.
Cindy and I went with Bob Tucker to sit by the pool and watch the moon
rise.- Bob pointed out all the important celestial objects.
Some peo
ple expect sf writers to know about astronomy, and loathe to disappoint
his fans, Bob had boned up on the subject.
While we were sitting there
a neofaned came up to us and asked Bob if he’d submit to an interview
for a fanzine. -The young editor•wanted to ask Bob questions like "Who
Killed Science Fiction?", but Bob consented anyway.
Maybe he’ll tell
them about Robert Bloch...
Since fanzine contributing had come up, I
ventured to ask Bob if he thought he’d get a chance to do something
for QUIP.
The result is elsewhere in this issue, and another one of
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my fannish ambitions (to publish an or
iginal piece by Bob Tucker) stands ful
filled. Bob and Cindy joined a crowd
headed for the Seascape Room, while I
went to look for Ted again.

John Berry and I fretted about
the Whites and LeeH on my front stoop.
’’And where’s Ben Solon?” I asked rhet
orically. No one had heard from Ben
since the Nycon and a terrible fate was
presumed.

"My ghod!” Ben Solon exclaimed
as he sprang up the stairs to us.
"You look so different I hardly recog
nize you!" I shook his hand.
"How So?"

"You’re bigger, taller, you’ve
got a mustache... I hardly recognized
Ted without his beard..."
"How did you know Ted shaved his
beard?" I interupted excitedly.

"I saw him going toward Frisch’s".
We walked Ben to the motel
office so he could register, and after getting his promise to meet us
at the restaurant, John, Andy Porter, and I went to join Ted and Robin.
At first Ted wouldn’t believe that we’d really been worried about him.
I think he expected a punchline.
Eventually he reconciled
himself to having been Sorely Hissed and pepped up a bit despite his
fatigue. After eating, we joined the tag-end of the party in the Sea
scape Room.
Ted and I tried to fire Ben Solon with enough enthusiasm
to publish the 80 page NYARLATHOTEP which is already on stencil.
Ben
explained that he’d been promoted to a supervisory position at work,
and his fanac time had been eroded. I finally called it quits about
3:30.
Sunday morning provided the opportunity I’d wanted for a reason
ably private talk with Howard DeVore.
BHH and I had gotten along well
in the past, but his letter in PSY on my article about the Columbus
bid had angered and disturbed me. We talked through the situation,
with me giving Howard a lot of the unpublished background of that art
icle. Howard appreciated my position and was so sensible about things
that I left him feeling very much relieved.
Hank and Lesleigh conducted me to the St. Louis suite where a
maid was cleaning up the debris.
That didn’t prevent a group from ga
thering in the main room.
John Berry strolled in, we decided food was
in order, and left to get some. Doug Lovenstein and George Foster
came along. As we walked through the motel grounds talking, Doug sud
denly asked, "You don’t mind if we come along?"
I stopped and looked
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at him.

"Huh?"

"I don't want to intrude or anything../’

He trailed off weakly.

"For Godsake,"I replied, "I thought you were with us all along.
I mean, I assumed..." As we walked along, I reflected ruefully upon
my reputation for turning neofans into pillars of salt which I thought
I'd shed.

I asked Doug if he was going to publish a 100 page annish as
per his note in ARIOCH! #3* From bitter experience, I warned hifn against it.
"I never intended to,"he said.
"It seemed like a good way to
get people to send me stuff." He added that future issues would be
smaller, with less dross.
I felt like standing to applaud.

Back at the pool, Terry Goldsmith, the best looking bikini'd
girl at the con besides Robin, took a picture of me for her collection
of New York fan photos.
She had me cover my name tag, so that she and
her husband Ken could show the finished pictures to Ken Rudolph to see
if he can guess who’s who.
When the Whites arose at 2:30, John and I accompanied them to
Frisch’s. We all went to the Whites' room (#69, if you please) and we
all watched Ted apply suntan lotion to the parts of Robin left uncov
ered by her bikini.
"Isn't this exciting?" Ted chortled as he got to
one of the Good Farts.

"When you get married, John," I added, "you'll know how to do
it." Not being very keen on swimming, I drifted away after accompany
ing the Whites as far as the pool.
Later in the afternoon, Robin and I relaxed in the sun, and
talked about things like the scarcity of our kind of fan.
With the
possible exception of St. Louis fandom, no other big city fandom is
composed primarily of fans with whom we could develop a real closeness.
I suppose each city attracts a certain typo person to its in-person
fandom, through the "smoothing" effects of each city's special environ
ment on all its residents and the "weeding out" caused by the formation
(or lack of formation) of personal associations among the members of a
local fandom.
Reople who don't quite Fit In in a local fandom will
tend to seek friends in more mundane circles.

The Banquet was held at David’s Buffet again; $3*50 for the
best food I’ve ever eaten at an sf banquet. Andy, Jolin, and I drove
there with the Whites, and, arriving a few minutes late, had to take
seats near the back.
The seats on the opposite side of our long narrow
table were reserved by people out getting food.
They returned, and we
found ourselevs facing Ed and JoAnn Wood and some middle-aged woman
who wore clothes of Tawdry Glamor including a multi-colored sequined
cape.
Ted was talking to Joe Hensley and didn't hear JoAnn Wood and
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the Glamor Lady lament the misfortunes of a mutual fan friend of
theirs•

’’Her husband died,"JoAnn said.

"Ohhh, "the other replied.
I happened to know that the widow in
question had been married to an invalid whom she had vociferously
claimed in public was driving her to the poorhouse. Yet perhaps his
death had restored her former affection.
"Yes, that’s really terrible.
tragedy etched in every syllable.

And her father died," JoAnn said?

"Oh, that’s so sad," said the Glamor Lady,
her bird is sick?"
"The bird died!" JoAnn moaned.
est and saddest misfortune.

"And did you know

She almost wept at this great

"Oh, isn’t that awful?"

"Oh, poor X--- !"

"Her bird!"

A choked-back sob here from the Glamor Lady.

"How awful!"
"Her bird-” On and on they went, absorbed in the demise of
their friend’s bird.
I expect that next year both women will lay
wreaths on the grave of that little avian whose death so touched them.
Nothing quite like wallowing in someone else’s misfortune to improve
one’s digestion.
Still, the food was good, Bob Tucker was superb as master of
ceremonies, and the whole thing would have been grand except for The
Great Marko. Mark Shulsinger, a Midwest confan, has been working pro
fessionally as a "demonstrator of e.s.p. powers".
He led off with a
test of the audience’s telepathic powers using the symbol deck.
Via a
show of hands, he wanted to know which card the audience thought he’d
selected.
The card he chose, "three wavy lines" had coincidently been
the subject of his lengthy pre-experiment patter.
That was the tipoff to the real nature of Mark’s act. \Jhat followed was a mediocre
magic act, totally out of place at a Midwestcon banquet.
I was sit
ting in the back and could have slipped out without being too rude,
but Ted vias supposed to make a Surprise Presentation.
So I kept my
seat.
Shulsinger totally lost the fans’ attention and wasn’t cool
enough to cut things short. Finally, when things had got irreparably
out of control, Mark gave way to Ted White.
He gave Bob Tucker the 10 of clubs.
Bob cried gleefully.

"She’s still a brunette!"

John, the Whites, and I went up to LeeH’s room and joined her
and Grandfather Bob for a pleasant little gathering.
"Here we are again, the Fanoclasts cliquing together," Lee said, referring to a dis
cussion in the last couple of. FOOLSCAPS.
She went on to give me my
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best egoboo of the con by singling out my letter on the subject for
praise.
In reference to my disinterest in parties crammed wall-towall with whom I have no great wish to associate, Lee quipped, "Yeah,
I know what you mean, 1 hate people I can’t stand."

Ted told us that, according to Joe Hensley., George Willick (of
the Fan Awards Willicks) had run in a Democratic primary to secure
that party’s nomination to run for the state legislature. He was
beaten by a 10 to 5 ratio.
The winner was Joe Hensley.
Might Willick
feel that fandom is dogging his footsteps, thwarting his every bid for
power?
Though we were all anxious to go to the St. Louis suite,
conversation was so easy that it was suddenly midnight.
Adding
Hensley, Hank, Lesleigh, Chris, Doug Lovenstein, George Foster,
Solon, and Alex Fanshin to our retinue, we took over one of the
small rooms.

the
Joe
Ben
suite’s

I pointed out to Ted that ho and John were going to co-edit a
fanzine and John and I were going to co-edit a fanzine (or so it seemed
at the time, before John decided that he really did want to retrench
as he’d originally planned and asked to remain just a prime QUIP helper
and contributor), and that therefore he and I ought to co-edit one al
so.
” .-hat do you. have in mind?” he askedc
I outlined my plans, and
the first fruits of our partnership may go out with the next QUIP, if
things go well.
George showed us a batch of his illos, and we all praised his
work enthusiastically.
Jolin took several for EGOBOO, and I hope to
feature him in QUIP, too.

A zombie staggered into the room, but I didn’t notice Bob rush
ing to his mimeo to publish another LeZ.
The intruder was returned to
the suite’s main room, but he came back, despite the fact that Elliot
Shorter had joined us and was leaning against the door.
Then Fan X
came in. Few people are very fond of this fellow, including me, but
Lesleigh Couch has an almost phobic reaction to him. Hank had to re
strain her from running out of the roomo
The two interlopers shattered
the comeraderie which had filled our room.
Ted suggested a walk to the
pool, but onco outside admitted he'd only wanted out of that room.
1
suggested my room, and that’s where we went0 Nominally a single, my
room was easily.large enough to qualify as a double.
Our group of nine
had plenty of room in which to sprawl around, and the air conditioner
coped beautifully 0.
From a discussion of the sundering of British from American'
fandom, we moved to a discussion of American fandom’s internal cleav
ages.
Ted pointed out that the period of extreme fannish fractionalization of the mid-sixties had its analog in the mid-fifties, when
fans like Guy Terwilliger developed with little or no contract with
the fannish mainstream.
Ted, John, Ben, and I pointed out various
signs that things were once more coming together.
I wonder if another
fannish golden age would be too much to ask for?

When things broke up around 4:00, 1 returned to the St. Louis
suite and met Ginjer.
She made a disparaging remark about Columbus’
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green bowling shirts.
I pointed out that we'aring numbers is the same
She nodded, and the next time I
kind of thing, if not nearly as bad.
We talked until past
looked her number had vannished into her bag.
sunrise, when Leigh Couch fed us.
I finally staggered off to bed at
7:00.

’’You must be crazy,11 I told myself as I stepped forth Sunday
morning, resplendant in white turtleneck, after two hours’ sleep.
I
was, too.

Down at the pool, Alexei encouraged me to share Earl Kemp’s
watermelon.
I tried to eat it while reclining on one of the lounges.
Besides being a decidedly inferior watermelon, It Dribbled on my shirt*

Resplendant in black turtleneck, I returned to Alex.
Someone
was paging through Alex’s ’’Heinlein in Dimension” right in front of us
at George Price’s Advent display.
’’Fine book, "Alex encouraged him.
"Don’t just read it, buy it."
"That’s good adyice," I confided to the browser, who seemedlikely to read the whole book just standing there.

"The guy who wrote this book is a rotten pervert," the fan,
whose tag said "Jim Williams", said to us after putting the book aside.

"This is the author," r said, indicating Alex.
quit while you’re behind?"
"You really hate'Heinlein," Jim said to Alex.
him up and down."

"Why don’t you
"You really rip

"Like how?" Alex asked..

"Up and down."

**

*

• ;

"I mean how specifically?" Alex persisted.
"He means one example of how he ripped Heinlein up and down, " I
interpreted.
"Up and down.
That’s how you rip Heinlein.
left Alex with his admirer.

Up and down."

I

Ginjer and I met, and we talked through the morning until her
ride was ready to depart.
She told me that the Midwestcon had been a
turning point of sorts for her and a number of the other Pittsburg
fans. Though she’d come to the con a Columbus supporter, she’d become
an adherent of St. Louis’ cause and enamored of fannish fandom gener
ally .
After a day of "good by"s to such as the Couches and the
Caughrans (whose invitation to visit I had to regretfully turn down).
Ted, John, and I went out to eat while Robin, who had been feeling ill
all day, rested. About half-way through the meal, the waitress came
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up and -stared at Ted*
“What are you eating?” she asked.
Ted, thinking she needed the
information to write up his check, recited his order.
She continued
to stare at him*

”1 never saw a man eat so slow,” she said*

"I like to chew my food carefully,"Ted said with a straight
face.

She continued to stare.
Thinking that the waitress
was perhaps waiting for an ad
ditional order, Ted added, "I’m
not having any desert."

"I would," she said*
Ted
and the waitress stared at .eachother. John and I tried to
hold in our laughter.
"I hope I’m not upsetting
you," she said, still staring.

"I hope I’m not upsetting
you," Ted countered, steel in
his voice. Finally crumbling
under Ted’s gaze, the waitress
slunk off.

By 8:00, the sun was low
enough in the sky that we
could go miniature golfing without getting any more sunburned than we
were already. Adding Robin, Cindy, and Andy we went to a cheapie
steak place first, because that trio hadn’t eaten yet.
Once there,
lulled by the sinister aroma of broiling steak, we all decided to eat
again. Conversation was excellent, especially for Andy who had an in
tense dialogue with a pickle* None of the rest of my dinner compan
ions could tell any better than I exactly what Andy said to his pickle,
but from the animation of his discourse, it was obvious that he’d
found a soulmate.
Cindy went back to the hotel, but Andy came along to the course
with us and scored. Putt-Putt Miniature Golf Course was offering a
free six-pack of pepsis with each perchase of a three-game ticket.
Guess quickly how many games we played.
Though in the very early go
ing I was tied with Johnny, Class finally Told (as Ted wrote out for
me....) and Ted battled John right down to the last of the 54 holes.
John won by one stroke.

We didn’t get back to the North Plaza until after midnight,
when we collected.Bob, LeeH, and Cindy and went to Andy’s room.
Be
sides the Putt-Putt pepsis, the St. Louis fans had pressed some of
their beer and pepsi stock on us. Actually, they tried to give it all
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to Andy and me, but I stood firm.
I mentioned that the North Plaza
had no single rooms.
For $8. a
night, Andy got a large room
with two double beds and a spa
cious parlor. We spent the
rest of the evening there in
room #25, finishing the con
vention with Bob Tucker as we
had every year since 1965*
We stopped by what we
thought would be an empty consuite (Bob was to be its only
inhabitant that night) and
found it filled with sleeping
fans. Bill Mallardi sat up, and
still asleep murmurred, "Ted? Is that
you? Where were you, Ted?1' Ted ex
plained that we’d been miniature golf
ing.
;

Summoning all his remaining re
sources, Bill mounted one last effort.
"V/here’s the party?" he managed.
With
out hearing an answer, totally spent,
he sank back to his bed.
We left all
the beer in case anyone woke with a
middle-of-the-night thirst.
We aid our last respects to
poolside about 5:00. Bob, Lee, and I
ate salami sandwiches by the water.
And on that ethnic note, the Midwestcon, the best one I've yet attended,
came to a close.
--- Arnie Katz
Andy Porter, call your office — the pickle called while you were gone

THESE THINGS really do happen to me, as unlikely as they seem.
I ar
rived at a party and having nothing else to do, walked
over to the record player where several people were picking among the
various albums strewn about.
I tune came from a machine which I re
cognized as being typical of Good 01’ Lawrence Welk.
-Playing some Lawrence Welk?" I shrewdly observed.
The nearest one turned to me, smiling and waving his hands.
"Yes man,- he said, -we’re digging the cool sounds!-

--- Greg Benford
VOID #14
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SHANGRI D’AFFAIRES #72 and 73, Ken Rudolph, 735 North Sycamore,
90038
The recent reincarnation of SHAGGY begins on a different note.
Ken Rudolph says, '"One of the major reasons SHAGGY was revived was
to re-establish relations between the LASFS and fandom-at-large, and
to bring the LA Fan Gestalt into closer proximity with the truth.”
The image of the insular, somewhat adolescent LA fan just doesn’t ap
ply any more, we are told.. Los Angeles has more than that: fmz edit
ors, APA members, potheads, heterosexuals, Jane Lamont. Yes, I can
believe thate' It's getting easier all the time, because SHAGGY de-.
votes a major fraction ^f .vRa pagecount to celebrations of the con
fluence of hippie groups and fannish interests.
And generally this
is the best stuff in both issues0 Haybe the potheads are better
writers.
Or perhaps the usual LA subject matter — the sort of
loosely written, casual reminiscences, reviews, and Serious Discus
sions — has been around so long that when we see it in an LA fan
zine, we don’t even notice it any more.
Somehow, it always seems as
though you’ve read it- somewhere else before.
Several times.

One must be specially interested in LA-type subjects to dig
all of SHAGGY, or even most of it; and I’m not that sort of animal.
I’m no Gilbery and Sullivan fan. Breathless adventures on Wilshire
with Sally Crayne don’t move me.
It's not that I dislike it; I’m
simply unmoved. Yet a boiling, contradictory piece like ’’Shiva Dan
ces” by Jane Lamont cracks through the placid boredom.
It’s wrongheaded and uncontrolled and doesn’t know how to make its points, but
hero is somebody writing about something she cares a.bout, something

on the gut level.
It’s hard not to be interested.
Even the obvious,
almost.case history-like rationalizations have the fascination of
watching someone breaking down in public. At this point, SHAGGY sud
denly rejoined the real world, if only fleetingly,
nil that venom
and paranoia, all the bottled-up rage’ so unlike the LAFG.
"Shiva
Dances" isn’t good in any sense of the word, because it’s warped.
But it does, have life, and to some extent that’s what separates -the
hip-oriented material in SHAGGY from the other LAFG stuff.

It’s interesting, from the point of view of one who has ob
served Bay Area fandom for awhile, to contrast it with the hip worlds
of LA. Relative to the Bay Area, most of the treatment in SHAGGY is
a touch goshwow.
In fact, more than that: Hank Stine’s "Changes"
is heavy-handed ignorant, brash.
He stands there, mostly proclaim
ing that he has seen it all baby, and the old farts better move over.
He’s the sort of hippie revolutionary invented by TIME -maga
zine. Fortunately, there are other people writing for SHAGGY, and
in somewhat the same vein, who don’t assume they are in possession
of the revealed word because they have been smoking pot for a year
or so.
Jim Schumacher may not have been trying to do anything much
with his column on building outre sculptures of candle wax, but it
comes off as a pleasant, trippy item.
There ’are a number of little
things like this sprinkled through SHAGGY, and most of them are un
like the usual LAFG prose we’ve been seeing for the last decade or
so.
I suspect it’ll get better as the regular writers for SHAGGY as
similate the hip influences amd have more experience with writing as
writing, and abandon the somewhat flat, con-report LAFG style.
The other strong point of SHAGGY is its SF criticism.
Dill
Glass does a workmanlike job and others get in some interesting ob
servations occasionally; still, the best material comes from outside
LA, and. particularly Tod liite’s review of 2001, though flawed in
spots, reads well. Ted makes the mistake of using the technology
he learned for his book (set on a space station), and assuming it
applies to exploratory spacecraft. He doesn’t allow for the psycho
logical necessity of relaxed space requirements for the crew, and he
thinks shielding against micrometeorites means no hardware at alJ.
can be on the surface, and the whole snip must be smooth and clean.
Although Ted includes a commendable number of equivocal phrases in
this article — an absolute necessity, considering the overall the
matic simplicity, combined with fine structure detail, of 2001 —
it shows what is probably his greatest fault as a fan writer: some
how, he comes on a touch mule-headed, over-assertive and intolerant.
I think this is mostly due to habits of style and the phrases he
uses.
I’ve been accustomed to Ted’s writing for years, and I know
him fairly well, so this doesn’t bother me;, but I’d expect it doos
irritate some fans. ' Perhaps in the last year or so, since Ted has
been writing a lot of fan material, it comes through much stronger.
It seems lately I’ve been noticing a lot of flat, here-is-tho-wordof-God statements from him, on matters that are at best debatable.
But these quibbles aside, his review of 2001 is .well done and read^i .. .
able, it flows in an easy way, with masterly order.
If Ted wins
the Fanwriter Hugo this year — which seems probable — it will be
well deserved.
*
.

SHAGGY is a vast, sprawling fanzine.

There are the usual

LAEjj.-elements, some curious exceptions, and — for LA — some mildly
experimental stuff.
The best items tend to be from outside or are
quite removed from what I think of as typical LA material.
Dian
Pelz has a mixed portfolio, sometimes impressive, sometimes amateur
ish.
Some average people write dull letters, and they seem to have
escaped any editing at all.
So it goes with SHAGGY:
difficult to
contro, seemingly unedited, hard to get a handle on.
As a reflec
tion of LA, I have no doubts it’s accurate.
It gives a better pic
ture of the factions interests and personalities that make up the
LASFS than we’ve had in a very long time, and if that’s what they in
tend, then the job is well done. As a fanzine, though, SHAGGY needs
more power in the writing and a heavy blue pencil.
SANDLrORM #5 and 4, Bob Vardeman P.O. Box 11352, Albuquerque, Nevi Mex
ico 87112.

Over the last few issues, SANDWORM has evolved into an inter
esting personality fanzine, based on intelligent and usually reada
ble ramblings.
It's done all this while carrying the burden of an
unimaginative, tight layout and the usual incompetent fan art of the
Robert E. Gilbert variety.
A short while ago Bob Vardeman wrote a review of my QUIP fmz
reviews in which he objected to the thesis that an editor should
have an intent, should have ideas about what he's doing, if he wants
to produce a good fanzine.
The evolution of SANDWORM is a good ex
ample of an editor giving direction to his zine simply by force of
personality. Vardeman can communicate a lot of the brusque, indepen
dent, opinionated personality that adds zip to discussions and re
views.
It's another example of a fanzine being a success because its
editor is a likable interesting person, who uses his fanzine as a ve
hicle for his personality. Vardeman doesn’t try to hide behind a ta
ble of contents and a lineup of writers. He seeps into the zine, and
for the most part the best things in SANDWORM are written by him.
In
many ways he reminds me of Buck Coulson, and there are traces of Roy
Tackett as well.
Indeed there are a lot of similarities between SANDWORM and
the early YANDRO. Vardeman leans heavily on his editorial and his
fanzine reviews, and very heavily on stf.
I'd suspect he doesn't pub
lish many separate contributions from other people because he can't
get articles of quality comparable to the material he can write any
way.
(It's interesting, but probably meaningless, that personalities
of the Vardeman-Coulson type concerned with stf and its ideas started
publishing when stf was undergoing a resurgence itself, but not in
the long period of relative boredom — say 1957-64.)

All this means that SANDUORM carries its editor's personality;
but of course that doesn't make it a top fanzine. His stf reviews
are interesting and usually have' a-.number of original observations
drifting around, but I’ve never been able to tell whether he was ap
ply critical standards to the work he reviewed, or reacting to them
on a visceral level.
There are points to be made for both approaches;
I've always favored the former, since it seems to be easier to undernstand and communicate, and the latter approach doesn’t connect at all
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unless you have the same type of viscera...

Vardeman has been able to get a number of interesting lettterwriters interested in SANDUORM, but he can’t resist the urge to in
terject snappy and sometimes irritating comments before the writer
has a chance to make his point.
Still, the fanzine is improving rap
idly and os certainly worth getting.
FOOLSCAP #5, 4 and 5, Johnny Berry, 55 Dusenberry Rd., Bronxville,
New York 10708

What is it that makes FOOLSCAP such an enjoyable, pleasant fmz?
Personality.
Johnny Berry has a quiet, rambling style that turns an
artful phrase here and there, draws an occasionaldintcrcsting conclu
sion, and leads you through the 50 or 40 pages of FOOLSCAP almost be
fore you’ve settled down to read.
Before you know it, it’s over. You
won’t get any more for two months, at least.
Then why is FOOLSCAP so hard to comment on? Why doesn’t it
get many letters? Off hand, it’s difficult to see why not.
After all
there is a lot of interesting material. FOOL improves with every is
sue, and #5 is a very neat, amusing package. Johnny’s freehand let
tering and cartoons are already the best in the traditonal fannish
vein now appearing. He began a little awkwardly, but he has learned
like crazy. FOOL has a plain, flat, Unadorned, but graceful layout
that’s the hallmark of the fannish fanzine.
It gets good articles:
Arnie Katz documents the decline of the APAs in 1967 and predicts still
greater heights for the genzine boom now developing.
Somehow I hadn’t
all the factors Arnie brought out, and I’m almost convinced that they
do form the pattern he describes (either that, or there is some as-yet
-undiscovered Secret Masters about...).

In the longest piece of the issue, Ted White holds forth on fan
vs pro, but he doesn’t say anything new.
There are a number of good,
brief reprints from fanzines of the past, and well-edited letters.
Everything is well ordered, interesting, and done in a sort of mildmannered Terry Carr manner that moves you smoothly along.
So why
doesn’t FOOL have quite the gestalt one would think its due? I be
lieve it’s because Johnny Berry’s style is slowly evolving as yet, and
as well it isn’t easily copied.
INNUENDO had a certain way of look
ing at things that the letter writers could imitate.
It made it eas
ier to write for INN.
The same thing happened to VOID, only more so:
the chitter-chatter style, the three or four editorials — it was all
part of the atmosphere, and fans could easily slip into that mood,
and use it.
Perhaps the same thing will happen to a Johnny Berry
fanzine in the future, when he's fleshed out his style.
In the mean
time, it’s worth getting the Berry fanzines — they’re already good,
and they’ll get better.
--- G-reg Benford
Say something nice to a pickle today.

Fanzines for review:
Calif 94529.

Greg Benford,

874 Juanita Dr., Walnut Creek

INTRODUCTION
The following playlet is directly inspired by the ”Der •
elicti Derogations.” written in the fifties by Boyd Raeburn, of jazz
and sportscars fame.
The derogations appeared regularly in Boyd’s
fanzine A BAS (which did not appear regularly), and they were famed
throughout fandom for the expert and funny way in which they scewered
fuggheads and took swipes at the BNFs.
The basic vehicle is still the
sane — a snat
of play without plot, involving several prominent fig
ures in fandom in a many-sided repartee — and you’ll see many Raeburn
techniques used.
But I’ve added such details as stage directions, and
I’ve adapted it to my own style. You may judge for yourself who are
the fuggheads and who are not, and everyone is a potential target.
I
trust the readers will gird their thin skins a.n<" enter- into this with
the proper spirit of vindictiveness. .. As Raeburn used the members of
Toronto’s Derelict Insurgents as his basic cast of characters, so shall
I use the New York Panoclasts.
The scene opens in a Huge Private Par-ty at-a Great Metropolitan Worldcon....
„

*

*

*

(Various co-cditors and others are standing about.)
Ted White:

Arnie, I think you should have Dannie Plachta on your next
QUIP cover.

Arnie Katz: Why is that, Tod?

TWhite:

I’d like to seo the graphic depiction..

Dave Van Arnam: Dannie might not want to be on a QUIP cover, Ted.

John Berry: But it would be such a lovely crucifixion!

(A young man with a crewcut joins the group, looking a bit like a small
blond id lieskys)
Larry Smith:Dannie Plachta is a personal friend of mine.
rich brown: Why, you can be put on the cover too, carrying the cross!

Editor’s note: For the benefit of
newer fans, I ought to point out
that many of the speeches — almost
all the major ones in fact — are
Real Quotes, in this case from PSY’s
letter column.

Alan Shaw:

Who is this young agitator?

Katz:

He creates worldcons with a wisp ofhair and a bobby pin.

Cindy Porter:(muttering)

What a strange occupation!

Smith:

I say, old friend, is that a "St. Louis
you’re wearing?

Porter:

No, it’s from the 1939 World’s Fair.

Smith:

(flustered and looking quite put out)
I’d appreciate any com
ments from someone with a valid point to contribute.

Greg Benford:
Van Arnam:

brown:

in ’69” button

Fandom is more sophisticated today, remember.

But not much!
Just the other day I was talking to Brian
Burley about the Death of Columbus Fandom...

(aside)

How’s that, for your Sense of ’Wonder?

Smith:

Columbus is not. folding up and dying at all.

Van Arnam:

Oh.

Smith:

I doubt if 1 would have been stupid enough to make a claim
that we weren’t bidding in his presence.

Shaw:

How much docs this fellow know about Columbus fandom,
anyway?

Katz:

Well, he edited an issue of C0SIG1T.

Berry:

With his bare hands?

White:

Ho, with a whiff of air and a bobby pin.

Smith:

.
brown:

But Brian said...

That gives me quite a bit of experience to draw on, 1
think.
C03IGN will carry the scar for the rest of its life.

George Charters:

Ch I hope not!

Bick Geis:

Well...the damage has been done.

Katz;

What we need is a few good experienced fanzine editors.

Hike liclnerney: Hey!

Porter:

We could publish a weekly fanzine!

Don’t be silly; there is no such thing as a weekly fanzine.

Bill Donaho:Andy Porter is wrong, of course.
Geis:

That's hard to swallow, Bill,

brown:

He would be quite a mouthful.

Shaw

Who is this morsel that is more filling than midy Porter?

Katz:

Bill Donaho is one of the Berkeley Publishing Fidgets.

Van Arnam:

Isn’t he also a groat party-goer in the Bay Area?

Donaho:

It costs me no great effort to be friendly or even oblig
ing, once every six weeks or so.

Benford:

The field is ripe for your approach.

Donaho:

T had thought of it as "necessary" myself, but on second
thought this seems to be too strong: "sensible" is just
about right.

brown:

What is everybody talking about in California these days?

Berry:

Jell, there’s "Star Trek" every Friday.

Lee Hoffman:"Star Trek" seems to be a. roaring success in fandom, to
judge by the amount of attention it gets.
White:

So what if hundreds of noofans slobber over it?

Bjo Trimble::We all started out an neofans...didn’t we?
Hasn’t happened to ne yet.

Darroll Pardoe:
Porter:

Sure hasn’t happened to me, either.

Shaw:

Lino is this fair femmefan?
denberry .

Katz:

Ho, Alan, Bjo is a fannish sparkplug.

Berry:

Who has the engine?

Steve Stiles:

/mother yoeman from Gene Rod

Dick Geis, in his 1568-model PSYCHOTIC -runabout.

Bjo:

How is it, Dick, that you come back from nowhere, put out
one stinkin’ fanzine, and get all kinds of BNFs to write
letters?

Geis:

Can we change the subject?

Bjo:

It’s all Harry Warner’s fault.

Stiles '•

But Harry Warner writes letters to everybody.

Harry Warner' (through rose-tinted spectacles)
unexpected and gratifying.
White:
Berry:
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What do you expect of paper dragons?
(singing)

"luff, the Paper Dragon..."

The puff from Bjo was

brown:

I can see it now:
an immense paper dragon tramping
through the paper world of fandom, crushing straw men un
derfoot and creating tempests with its twiltone wings.

Bjo:

Of course, as Secret master of Fandom (points West and Azusa), I know everything that is going on, and lots more
besides.

Harlan Ellison:

Simple truths are the best.

Van Arnam:

But Bjo, if you’re^Secret Master of Fandom, why did you
leave the Bay Area?

Bjo:

He said Ben Stark needed the extra room.

Shaw:

Who did?

White:

You never can be sure with aJ.1 those Secret Masters run
ning around.

Bjo:

Could it be that you are really the Secret Master of Fan
dom?

White:

Fever touch the stuff.

Katz:

Bjo, what is it you’d most like right now?

Bjo:

I’m going to have a. paper dragon I can call my own...

LeeH:

Don’t lot it get too fat.

G-eis:

The size is built in, I’m afraid.

Shaw:

Let’s let a little air out of it!

brown:

I’m tiring of these frivolities.

Porter:

You’re just a retread fan, anyway.

White:

I think I’ll go dig Mingus....

(Exeunt omn;ss.)

--- Jolin D Berry
. ■ - •

Heiird a j >ko from a pickle the other day — it was a dilly
Lon Atkins asked me to mention the Los Angeles bid for the 1559
'estorcon, the voting, for which will take place at the Baycon.
I’m
not sure that an East Coast fanzine should be mixing in West Coast fan
policy, but I throw it out to you that Bruce Pelz and Chuck Crayne
are co-chairman and that Lon (former co-oditor and now QUIP columnist
and helper) is also on the committee.
Substancially the same crew put
on the FUlTcon.
If you liked that — they’d like your vote.

Desk clerks are reputedly inperturable,
yet the clerk at the Birmingham Downtowner
was undoubtedly perturbed.
He had seen some
very rough customers in his time, but the
big, mean character now crossing the lobby
with arrogant strides was armored with hel
met, shield, and chain-mail — in one hand
was a broad-sword, in the other a mace, and
across his broad shoulders was slung a wick—,
ed spear.
In those smouldering eyes, the
nervous desk clerk was sure that he could
read violent death.
It seemed tense, but the fans gathered
there for the DeepSouthCon III could have
told the desk clerk not to worry (much),
that Hank Reinhardt just looks mean — he
rarely ever kills anybody.
Publishing little, and being active only
in that numerically small group, Southern
fandom, Hank Reinhardt is practically un
heard of by the average fan.
Oh, Heartsplaying LASFans know his name — the slang
term for taking all points save one (almost
a moonshot) is ’’pulling a reinhardt.”
(Hank’s abilities as a Hearts player are...
well...phenomenal.)
And SFPAns know him
as the author of some very, very funny ma
terial f
(Hank writes about himself.) But
most of fandom is draped in miserable ignor
ance of Hank’s existence.
This is a woeful
state which I am compelled to correct —to know Hank is a gloriously rewarding ex
perience.
(He plays cards for money. )

Hank Reinhardt was born about 35 years
ago in Atlanta, Georgia, of parents.
His
early years are veiled in obscurity —
little is known except that he worked his
way thru reform school by stealing hubcaps
and robbing pay toilets.
In his early
teens Hank learned to read basic English as
part of a course in forgery, and soon after
wards he discovered Planet Stories.
His new
passion for science fiction led him to join
the ASFO and dauble briefly on the fringes
of fandom.
More important, he was led to
that magnificent barbarian creation of Ro
bert E. Howard — Conan.
Hank had found a
Hero to model himself upon.

The acquisition of authentic antique edged weapons presented some
problems for Hank — all he had were switchblades and razors, which
just wouldn’t do for a Cimmerian.
Hank solved the problem by fre
quenting museums at rather late hours.
The actual ritualistic first
blooding by the blades’ new owner proved less difficult to accomplish,
as Hank (in his boyish enthusiasm) acted out Conan’s exploits with
the unwilling aid of handy bystanders.
Gradually Hank became inter
ested in maces, clubs, cross-bows, and other types of non-explosive
weapons.
He also worked his way thru all available Conan stories, so
he reverted to Planet and pulled for the BEMs.

Hank’s knowledge of various methods of mayhem was advanced by
the Army, which trained him as a soldier (or rather, tried to...).
During Hank’s tour of the most prestigious stockades of America and
West Germany he learned to play cards.
Speedily he gained the skill
necessary to consistently hold the second-best hand at poker and
to garner the most points at Hearts.
Hank only managed to avoid
bankruptcy by quietly pointing out other players’ discourtesies with
the leading six inches of his bayonet. Eventually the Army despaired
and
discharged Reinhardt into civilian life.
Hank returned to Atlanta and changed sides of the law, becoming
an insurance investigator.
He continued to add to his weapons coll
ection and read science fiction.
The neighbors wondered about the
strange shrieks in the night whenever Hank tried out a new weapon,
but Hank’s charming wife Janet maintained a semblance of normalcy by
spreading the rumor that Hank was a member of the Klan.
Things re
mained thus until 1965 when Billy Pettit, stirring up fanac in the
area, uncovered Hank and loosed him upon Southern fandom again.
Pettit has subsequently fled to Europe.
Hank reentered actifandom by attending local cons, joining SFPA,
and hosting lavish fan parties, at which much beer was drunk and many
games of Hearts played.
The quartet of Hank Reinhardt, Lee Jacobs,
Billy Pettit, and Lon Atkins waged fierce battle to determine Hearts
supremacy.
(I will modestly admit to being the victor.) Hank lost
prodigal ammounts to Jacobs and Atkins (Lee financed more than one
European jaunt with his winnings). Yet despite these constant set
backs, Hank’s ego swelled unabated.
To exactly what gargantuan pro
portions is best illustrated by qi oting Jerry Page in SFPAGE ^1 (Feb
ruary 1966):

I do not mean to imply that my friend, Hank Reinhardt, is con
ceited.

No indeed.
Conceit, which my dictionary defines as ”Too high
an opinion of oneself or one’s ability, importance, etc.5’ is
hardly an adequate word.
Megalomania, perhaps, but not conceit.
Take the phone conversion we had some weeks back....we discussed
the Spectre.

’’The Spectre can do anything,” said Hank.
”He’s the most power
ful superhero of all time.
There’s nothing he can’t do.”
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”He’s quite powerful,” I agreed.

”The publishers are about to make a mistake with him,” said Hank.
’’How’s that?”

’’Well, as he gets more and more powerful, they111 start getting
honest,
They’ll call him God.”

There was a pause that allowed me time to steel myself.

”And then,” said My Friend Hank Reinhardt, ”1’11 sue them for
all they’re worth.”

*Sigh* There is never a dull moment when Hank is around.
In
this column I’ve presented a watered down description of Hank — it
might be more than you readers could believe otherwise.
If no cred
ibility gap develops, I may be embolded to try telling some of the
really good Hank Reinhardt stories in forthcoming columns.
I might
even reprint some of the classics like ”Hank at the Earth’s Core,”
a stirring novel by Werton Barfer.
Or quote extensively from ”By
the Sword,” the magazine of professional Hearts players.
Hell, I might even talk Hank into doing a QUIP column,
would be the best of all.

and that

Arnie wanted a report on the FUNcon, so here is a sketchy one.
Due to sitter problems, Kathy and I only managed to make parts of the
con. We registered Thursday about eleven, being first greeted by
smiling Chairman Chuck Crayne and yummy Committee Member Dian Pelz.
Crewing the desks were Tina Hensel, Ken Rudolph (plug for SHAGGY)
and Sally Crayne.
Local fans of all types, plus some out-of-towners,
were milling around making conventional noises.
In the Art Show room (the art show was called Kalideoscope, by
the way, breaking with simple descriptive terminology in favor of
some imagination) overseer Bruceever Pelz was hanging an ”0 Wowl®
box, You peep in to a world of wild irridescent plastic panels and
mirrors, unfolding forever in amazement.
It was Dian’s creation, of
course« Kathy and I (with Rachel in tow) wandered about and were
gassed by.Bernie Zuber’s ”City of Lights in Lothlorien” — the min
imum bid was unfortunately beyond us.
A lot of Tolkien art was
present, as was Star Trek stuff.

The convention was opened by Chuck Crayne after Earl Thompson and
Criss Stevens finished passing out in the doorway.
(Passing out
raffle tickets, that is.) Walt Daugherty introduced notables, mostly
the pros present, of which there were a flock.
The jewel of the
intro’s was that for Karen Anderson:
”the producer of such marvelous
works as Astrid Anderson.”

Rachel was restless and vocal, so Kathy took her on down to the
art show room.
I followed shortly, not wanting to be involved in
GoH Harry Harrison’s keynote speech and feel short-changed when T had
to miss the ending.
I suspected that Rachel would never last, and I
was right. Dave still hadn’t shown up by 2:30, so we packed up and
went home.

With a sitter holding the fort, we returned that evening in time
for the author’s reception.
The hotel, up tight over being recently
busted for serving minors, pulled a cute trick and backed out on the
promised bar.
A studio bar opened as replacement, but it had an ob
noxious fuzz-type at the door checking ID’s and fencing in the drink
ers — nobody was allowed to leave with a drink.
This left the au
thors under a terrible handicap — sobriety.
Rotsler and Ellison
solved things by setting up a cartoon factory — Bill did the art,
Harlan the punch lines.
The cartoons were sarcastic, sometimes
bright, sometimes bitter, frequently fannish, occasionally dirty,
and just funnierhell.
Terry Carr (expense account magnate) got them
for LIGHTHOUSE.
A brief, for-the-record meeting of LASFS was held, which provided
another diversion, then things began to drone on.
Kathy and I left
early, being tired, and promised our energies to the next two nights.

Late Friday afternoon was a superb exhibition of the art form:
filk song.
Ted ’’Woody” Johnstone and Bruce ’’Donovan” Pelz staged it
as a panel with guitar. It was a groovy session, with interesting
historical commentary preceding the numbers.
The audience, showing
unfannish good sense, didn’t drown out the entertainers, even on chor
uses.
The real hit song, a rare gem, was a new item, ’’Bouncing Pota
toes,” by Poul Anderson.
(It’s sung to the tune of ’’Waltzing Matil
da.) A ballard of the San Diego Westercon banquet, the song features
bloodcurdling realism. Other good songs included some originals by
Tom Digby, as well as the old favorites (Orc’s Marching Song, etc.)
Kathy and I grabbed supper, had a few drinks in the Veranda Bar
with the Pelzii (running into Don Fitch and Ed & Anne Cox on the way
out) and wandered up to the masquerade ball, which was due to start
soon. Here I got lured off to a friendly poker game, where the kind
participants just pressed their money upon me.
Leaving big winner,;;
I returned to the ball on time to see the winning costumes announced
and to ogle the skimply clad femmes.
Oh, yeah.

As the ball disolved, a party was formed to check out the notor
ious Tiger Room.
Chuck, Dian, Sally, Kathy, and mineself strolled in.
The place glowed with a mediocre light show, vibrated with the music
of electric guitars, and bounced with....well, let me explain.
The
waitresses in the Tiger Room wear a special costume; it’s cut very ' ;
high up the sides and around back, so when they walk away from you
they jiggle openly, delightfully.
It’s also cut very low in front
and down the middle. It’s daringly cut to expose all that the law
allows of a 37 inch bust. Most of the girls at the Tiger Room have
40 inches or more.. Oh,. they look very attractive in those standard
costumes.
(Pant. ,Pant. ) And the way they lean over, so close to you,
when they take your order.
The Tiger Room was booming.....

The rest of the night, till about one when we left, was split be
tween the con suite party and the gathering in the Pelz'es room.
It
was all very enjoyable, as a con evening should be. We were tired
and high when we left for home.
No trouble with the hotel could be
reported, and the elevators (all six of them) worked with remarkable
efficiency.
I was croggled.

Saturday we missed all the programming during the day, regretfully.
The banquet started promptly thirty minutes late. We had snagged Larry
Niven and Ruth Berman, for our table — close to the front; Tom Digby
showed up to man the tape recorder,
Fred Patten and the Henry Sharps
(non-fans but in touch — he was/is a cartoonist and designer of the
Wild, Wild V/est sets and special effects).
The table meshed marvel
ously, with Larry appreciating Kathy and Henry amusing everybody (he
made a hotel roll into a marvelous occult eye with a felt pen).
Bob Bloch couldn't make it at the last minute, so Karen Anderson
stepped in as toastmaster ("no man could take Bob's place*.." said
Chuck Crayne)•
Karen raised a verbal toast to the memory of Tony
Boucher, then introduced Harry Harrison. He bounded at the micro
phone and began to lecture us on the history of animism and the sci
entific method.
The conclusion, perhaps a bit slow in being stated
but interesting all the way, was that science fiction really meets
all the requirements of a religion.
After putting us on to some of
the more immediate ramifications, Harry retired amidst applause.

The unique, fantabulous Ray Bradbury followed.
He reported on the
status of "The Illustrated Man" — well along and very well done.
Ray then read parts of a new short story of his, a moving account of
the last man in England — new, cheap transportation is siphoning man
south to the sunny lands, and Ray foresees a day when the colder lands
will be practically empty. Ray sat down to the tune of what seemed
perpetual applause.
The final act was Harlan Ellison, cutting up editors for unreason
able modification of new wave stories, etc. It was a usual entrancing
Ellison speech, complete with irrelevant-but-hilarious anecdotes,
plugs for Harlan, put-downs of those who blaspheme his name, and a
definition of science fiction as "the literature of risk." If a sci
ence fiction author doesn't experiment and shock his audience, he not
doing his job, says Harlan.
This is what Harlan wants to write, so. he
thinks it should be the only thing allowed.
I feel that the field is
big enough for every type of worthwhile material.
Harlan jumps off a
valid grotch at hacking editors to support an invalid conclusion con.cerning the "manifest destiny" of sf.
There's no connection.

To compress the rest of the con in these 8 lines: Saturday closed
with room parties, the con suite being overrun with the Count Dracula
Society, it was abandoned by fan fans.
Sunday a Star Trek luncheon
was a big success.
The closing ceremonies included a unique "critique
of the con" — various people, mostly Bruce Pelz, pointing out the why
of the FUNcon, the problems involved, the hotel’s viewpoint, the trou
ble v;ith fans (they want to act whimsical, dress like bums, never tip,
and in return get excellent service and total respect — it just won't
work), and an analysis of the pre-member vote for worldcons.
A good
session, a smooth con — applause to the committee I
T
.
.—Lon Atkins

The title of this column
may be read as a declara
tive sentence among other
things; this time, that’s
the way to take it.
Elinor and I had two weeks
in Southeastern Alaska
last month (that’s May of 1963, all you timebinders).
Southeastern is
a joy and a delight on the rare occasions when the weather does justice to the climate and the scenery, and we hit one of those rare occa
sions.' And enjoyed ourselves hugely, riding the Alaska Ferries System
both ways and spending time in Ketchikan, Juneau, and Sitka.
It was a
job trip for me, but pure vacation for Elinor, who hadn't been up that
way since '54, when we both spent a summer a bit further North.

In three days I shall be thrust into a very hokey situation: an
annual reunion of my high school graduating class.
The anniversary
number of this thing is insultingly large and round (they only hold
these square bashes on round-numbered occasions), but I think I’d bet
ter go this time, because I've never been to one before and suffering
is supposed to be good for the soul.
It should be interesting, if de
pressing, to see what K number of years have done to everybody.
At
least I'll know I'm not alone on this Entropy kick.
Sometimes you
wonder... But I will bo. curious to see if some of the slobs I remember
have ever managed to gro.w up at all.
And if some of the nice types I
recall, really are.
Other Local News:
I know you asked me not to tell you this,
Chief, but it appears that some of the new blood in the Nameless is
hellbent to bid for the next West Coast ./orldcon, no matter what. Even some of the old blood is pulsing to a CONgo beat in '72 time, or
maybe '71 if Heidelberg doesn't firm up.
It's all quite interesting,
viewed from the peaceful sidelines.

I keep telling' them that as a Consite, Seattle isn't the last'
resort, but only the latest, once again.
They don't listen much real
ly.
They are even talking about resurrecting CRY (hi there all you
folks who heard me assure you that this was juite Impossible!).
Sup
posedly it is going to start out at a flat 250, no subs over a buck,
and beginning with an August-the-lst issue will appear sesquimdnthly
or sex-weekly which is the same thing. All puns on this schedule will
be more than ignored,
(What it really works out to, if I understand
the whole bit which is no cinch bet, is 8 dependable issues a year.)
They have me hooked as a contributor, but npt_, praise God, as part of
the Staff, again.
(Don't anyone send sub-money here, or I’ll drink
it.
Wally will announce all that stuff, possibly.)

Now for some knowledgable commentary on the political scene.

.

.
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. . . .'ell, folks, we seem to have lost our sound from the Network, so
that’s it for knowledgable commentary on the political scene, and now
this important message:
*Don’t do it, probably?

What with all this flimflam about the Mass Guilt of America be
cause an Arab nationalist swiped a registered gun and acted as an Arab
nationalist, I guess we are in for a wave of Gun Laws, each of which is
conceded to be useless in the face of the recent outrage, but yet
hailed as a First Step.
OK, we all know the Last Step. No guns at all,
except for cops and criminals. And many people being made into crimin
als because they can’t see being disarmed in an atmosphere of increas
ing violence, and won’t go for it. No point in arguing about it; the
word now is "Outlaw Guns! Hake the country safe for switchblades and
bicycle chains J11 I guess I will just practice up on my running, since
my moderate skill in handgun marksmanship is about to become obsolete.
It’s a little late to start practicing to be 7 feet tall and 20 years
old and a consummate expert in karate, I think... Yeh, you can’t win
’em all•

I’m shuddering a little bit at the tone of that portion of my
last column that dealt with "Star 'Irek11.
Oh, I still think the para
llel-Earths pitch stinks in the wrong direction.
But I find that the
earlier blah communications scene at Desilu came from a commercial
"fan mail" service and unrepresents the jokers who are actually with
the show. Having had recent direct communication with Rick Carter, I
regret the hell out of having taken a fanzine misquotation from him
as gospel and scoffing him off; there goes a nice sharp fella, gang.
Oh well,’ why goof at all if you can’t goof big?

Hy excuse (if excuses are ever any use) is that three months ago when I wrote that last column-, I was so bugged at so many things
that anything that looked like a possible target was bound to catch it
in spades, doubled. You ever get that way, or are you one of those
calm nuts?
•

Can’t end a column on a note like that.
Would you prefer B-flat?

--- F.M. Busby

Green Power — Support Your Local Pickle
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Pitt, Pith and Piffle sort of got me thinking on my
own reasons for getting turned off fanzines.
Once
(like two years ago) I ate up the fannish dream
(Fanzines in the mail every day.
LoCs going out at
a great constant rate.
Art published.
Zines and
SFmags cluttering the room...ah glorious, eh?)
and pretty well got
into that groove for a number of months.
But over about the last 8
months or so zines (and unfortunately correspondence, too) have sort
of lost out in my field of attention.
I’d rather take out a girl than
read a zine, write her a letter rather than LoC a zine, rather meet
activists rather than meet SFans, read books on Current Events or good
novels rather than read Stf, and study rather than watch “Star Trek”,
horrors!
'/hat happened?
Jell — I was getting these zines in the
mail.
Originally I would skip the Fan Fiction ("you could read pro
SF with the same time you1 d waste reading fan SF.Then I would
skip the articles on SF authors and books (”I don’t see any articles
on Allen Ginsbeig. .. ”), and when I quit reading SF mags and books...
I quit reading the SF review cols (■'since you haven’t read the rest
of the zine or the previous issues...why read the letters?”).
Final
ly as I quit reading zines pretty much altogether, I quit reading the
zine review columns.
I generally skim zines...not because I don’t
think they are nice things to have...but because my concerns are large
ly other than SF (and the serconism surrounding it) now.
Too few
zines have more than just stuff on SF or Monster Movies or some such._
I now find that the' Fannish zines (like QUIP) are what interest me.
1
JAY KINNEY
605 Wellner Rd.,
Naperville, Ill
60540

can’t even finish an article in RQ...but I read QUIP #7 straight
through..
I suspect that if I got LTHS or HABAKKUIC (not that it’s too
Fannish — it ain’t — but it’s beautiful and also varied ) in the
mail tomorrow (hint, hint to Carr and Donaho.
I think it was a hint,
hint to Johnny Berry about QUIP which first got me a copy of #6.) I
would probably read them through and write LoCs... or contribute art
work,

////// I’m not nearly as antithetical toward science fiction as you
are.
Except for the intermittant purchase of Pohl’s magazines,
I read mostly paperback sf, and science fiction represents a
small (but significant) percentage of my total reading.
Inten
sive study of English literature has ruined much sf for me;
I
can't take the stylistic incompetence of such "sf giants" as
EE Smith and ERB,
I enjoy sf articles in fanzines — when
they're good. Unfortunately, the majority are either overly
pedantic and written in a constipated style (like RQ) or em
barrassingly unperceptive and superficial (name your own).
Of
course, my interest doesn't extend to printing sf-oriented mat
erial in Q, but that’s more a desire not to duplicate existing
efforts than because I hate sf*

Ted White cannot seem” to brin^' up conventions or
convention bidding without some snide comment about Bjo doing something wrong.
Then I get snotty comments from the Bay Area fans about ’’Why
doesn’t Bjo stop complaining...etc" when I’ve not
said a word in months about the whole deal. Standard.
At any rate,
since he brought up the point, it is only fair to point out that what
seems to be my gross negligence in not attending to his suggestion to
have the bags (with ad for our bid) handy to pass out to people at Nycon, is h^-s fault.
I have the carbons in my files, showing that we:
asked him about those bags as soon as we got home from Tricon.
I al
so have the next several carbons, asking Ted why he hasn’t sent us the
information.
And I have his replies that he will send info as soon
aSc.etCo Wen we finally got an address, the prices listed were much
over what Ted quoted to us, and none of the bags in their brochure
were the size that the Nycon bidders used at Tricon.
On inquiry, we
were told that not only did this company not make a size smaller than
the standard large shopping bag, but they had never done business with
a Ted White, a Nycon, or any other name on the committee that we sup
plied., Nor could we get any cut in prices.
Subsequent inquiries to
Ted got no response at all.

BJO TRIMBLE
417 N* Kenmore Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif,
90004

At any rate.., what does it matter, except that I’m tired of
having the whole thing be my fault just because Ted White seems to
think so*

QUIP #8 has something with which I agreed completely.
Ted’s
article on the neo/BNF poutine in fandom was a sound arguement for
more mature thinking along those lines□
(It is possible that I liked
it because, for a wonder, he didn’t use Bjo as a rotten example of
something or other,. ),
Serriously, I’ve had this bit pulled about us
"BNF’s" ignoring/picking on/putting down/and such like all the inno-
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cent 11’1 neofans* And I’ve heard self-proclaimed BNFs telling the
world about it when they’ve done nothing to earn tho title.
I can re
member one young fan’s entire ambition in life was to ’’become a BNF",
much as if a Forry Godfather would blonk said neo over the head with a
copy of Fancy II and PRESTO!
Instant BNF!
There was no understanding
of the term, or of what it actually involved.

I am sorry to hear that the Galaxy of Fashion won’t be at Baycon, but agree completely with the reasons.
When I was first shown a
tentative schedule, I really thought I was being kidded, at the 11:50
pm time slot for the fashion show! Even when I was assured, by a
straight-faced Alva Rogers that it was not a put-on, I just simply did
not believe it.
Only after Sid got very uptight about Cindy’s ’’un
reasonable” (hoopla!) attitude did I realize that they were, indeed,
serious about that utterly stupid time!

Like.•,wow.
HHH "Like.. .wow.” indeed!
That 11:50pm starting time sent me
Straight Up when I first heard about it.
Such scheduling, it
seems to me, was unfair both to GALAXY (which vias paying the
bills) and the fashion show people (who put one hell of a lot
of work into it).

JOHN ROBINSON
145 Montgomery St.,
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
12601

Your mailing situation is unfortunate.
The PO
has announced the closing of more than 200 4th
Class post offices.
I wonder what this means for
third class mail?

An incident took place in Hartford City, Indiana one day before
the last rise in rates. A woman asked the clerk for 015. worth of 50
stamps.
The clerk asked her why she wanted so many.
She said that she
was stocking up with all that she could afford before the price went
up.
Who was that woman? Could it be....

TED JOHNSTONE
619 S. Hobart Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif
90005

Actually QUIP is remarkably similar to VOID.
Both have four letters, begin and end with consonants with a diphthong in the middle — in
fact, both have an ”1” as the third letter.
In
addition to these similarities, both are mimeo
graphed on both sides of sturdy textured paper and stapled down the
left-hand margin. Both come out of New York, both are more involved
with Fandom than with stf.
In short, they are practically identical.
I liked VOID; for the same reasons I like QUIP.
-7

Ted White has Said It as far as the problem of being Out and
wanting In in Fandom goes.
I’ve been more or less active for like 12
years now,
I’ve done just about everything a Fan should do and I even
turned pro; and I still don’t get invited to Closed Door Parties.
I’ve managed to get into two or three in the last six years of congoing, but it’s a rare and uncertain thing.
So it looks like I’ll have
to start throwing my own Closed Door Parties.
The only problem will
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be finding people to come to them...
Geno Roddenberry had little to do with "otar Trek” any more —
he’s off packing his parachute for when the show’s pulled. Besides,
NBC has pretty much taken over control by now.
The first episode for
the fall season is titled something like "The Last Gunfight" and is a
Western, climax being a walkdown between Kirk and Spock in full cowboy
outfits on a dusty street of an appropriate set...
Second episode., is
Helen :of Troy... All this is by rumor, so I fear it may be.exaggera
ted, but I fear not by much.

////// And did you notice, Ted, thaj the "P" of "QUIP” is but the "d"
of "Void" in a clever plastic disguise?

I hold in utter contempt your statement that
we’ve insisted on taking small cuts from the
sales of professional art at the con "because
of an excess of greed on the part, of the commit
tee." Neither you Arnie nor you, Cindy, have
had the responsibility of putting on -.major convention, or of handling
the thousands of dollars in and out involved in putting on a convention
for 2000 people.
Is it greedy to be sure of having enough money to
pay for three professional rock bands for the Masquerade Ball/Galaxy
of Fashion? Of having enough money to pay for two professional light
shows? Subsidising the tournement handbook? Paying for the profes
sional Consortium Antiquum medieval orchestra to highlight the tour
ney? Pay for a Proceedings of the BayCon, and set up a perpetuating
fund so that future concoms can guarantee the publication of their own
Proceedings? Paying a portion of the transportation costs for four
days between the con hotels? Paying for the beer,for the parties?
Not to mention the considerable cost of having a program book pub
lished, absorbing the cost of free banquet tickets, free rooms (we’re
obligated to pay for a twin room for Takumi Shibano during the con).
We’re greedy all right, we’re greedy for enough money to pay for ev
erything we’ve obligated ourselves for to give you people plenty of
entertainment and to make your trip to the Bay Area worth while.
ALVA ROGERS
5967 Grcenridgo Rd.,
Castro Valley, Calif
94546

////// Three rock bands and two light shows? I suppose if the con
bombs out you could always go into competition with the Filmore.
Some'of your other expenses are also a bit mystifying.
Isn’t your hotel giving you complimentary rooms? Isn’t your
program book actually making a profit — program books always
have, and your ad rates are higher than, say, the NyCon’s? And
How come you’re spending all this money on the cut and slash
bunch? I mean, you might as well have a sportscar rally and a
miniature golf toumeyment with prizes for the winners. And
why, having committed all this money to the tourney and its ac
companying events did you schedule it all for Monday afternoon?
Maybe we ought to have a contest to decide on a noun
to replace "greed",
since I agree that the word choice was not ’
really the best possible.
I even have a word in mind....
I’m
sure my trip to the Bay Area will be "worth while", Alva, I
just wish the committee had done a number of things more skill-
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fully.

I always find Ted White a study in something or
other, and this article is no exception.
I love
Ted and I believe that he is truly a fine writer
and a BNP, because after reading articles in
which he says so about 74 different times all my
resistance has been broken down.
I don’t really think it’s necessary
for him to accuse people who disagree with him with everything from
lack of style consciousness through mental retardation to pedophilia.
Must be a glorious thing indeed to be so utterly right in all respects
that no intelligent, normal, good people disagree with you.
One has
the impression that Ted’s views aren’t so much tapped out on a type
writer as graven on tablets of stone.

KAY ANDERSON
4530 Hamilton Ave.,
Oxnard, Calif*
93030

////// I wish you’d refrain from making such sweeping generalizations
about- Ted’s ideas and attitudes until you know him a lot bet
ter. Perhaps if you’d seen, for example, Ted’s material on
Viet Nam in PAPA you’d be less quick to talk of graven tablets.
Ted knows damn well that you don’t have to be a moron or
pervert to disagree with him. Do you think the rest of the
Fanoclasts are Ted White’s yes men? (If you do, I’m wasting my
time...).
So here is Ted inviting this gang, whom you say Ted
must view as a lower form of life, into his home regularly.
Oh, come on, Kay.
Isn’t it possible that the people Ted char
acterizes as fuggheads and mental defectives are exactly that?
There are more things in fandom...

NED BROOKS
Note that if you suppress all critical reaction to
713 Paul St.,
White’s article, it will tend to prove the very
Newport News, Va. thing that White insisted was not true, namely
23605
that the BNPs are a tight little group of Mutual
Admirers and that the neo (well, I’m hardly a neo)
or a non-BNF cannot make himself heard.

III III Your conclusion doesn’t follow; ’ suppose all the criticism was
simply superficial and/or fuggheaded? Actually, there were
just two negative comments, yours and Kay Anderson’s.
I didn’t
print yours because you jumped to a conclusion and as a result
made a’ libelous statement about a woman who shall be nameless.
She’s enough of a fugghead that she might think about suing if
I printed that part of your letter.

All the KERO material was delightful semi-nostalgia.
It isn’t complete nostalgia only because when you
-get to be my age, something that happened less than
a decade ago is a fine memory but not yet nostalgia.
Nevertheless I remember XERO for many special rea
sons, over and above its excellence.
It served as my introduction to
what good writers can do with comics as topics for fanzine articles.

HARRY WARNER
423 Summit Ave.,
Hagerstown, Md
21740
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It must have been the first fanzine in many years which was handed, to
me, instead of coming through the mails, for I’m pretty sure that one
issue reached m at my first Phillycon.
Of course, there was also
the unrelieved horror that resulted from the cold blooded decision to.
kill off the fanzine with full and detailed announcement of the fan
slaughter procedure.
I’ve never quite gotten over this, because I’ve
always felt that a fanzine should die in an unpremeditated' way. This
is the only fault I’ve ever found with Dick Lupoffs that he did with
malice aforethought something that should be a crime of passion or accident or circumstance.

>
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As a
fan historian, I feel an intense longing that
every fan should write just the same kind of article about everything
important that he does. All these fascinating sidelights would other
wise be forgotten, since they only survive as long as they happen to
turn up in conversation.
Laney, Willis, Yerke, maybe a half-dozen
other fans have preserved these specimens of our folkways, and just
thing of the stupendous quantity of anecdotes and explanations that
must be irretrievably lost by now because other fans didn’t put them
onto stencils as the years went by.
There has been a great deal in the fannish prints of late about the TAFF situation, so Ed Cox’s column begins in accustomed man
ner, in that sense.
I feel that he has analyzed the problem quite
clearly except for omitting the factor which may be the most' important
of all. Nobody has serialized a TAFF report in fanzines for many
years. Even when ^ne of those reports never got completed, or when it
was split among various fanzines and sections appeared out of proper
sequence, it was the finest possible advertisement for TAFF.
Trip reports in fanzines provided a reminder every month or so of how much
pleasure the project provided both to the winner and the fans who encountered the winner on his trip.
It was more trouble than the cliche
-type full-page command to vote for this or that fan for TAFF, but it
was less obvious and more varied propaganda.
Of course, there’s also
the possibility that importing a Japanese fan for the 1968 worldcon
will make the TAFF situation even worse.
I can conceive of a generalfeeling soon after the 1968 worldcon that a trip across the Atlantic
will be quite minor stuff after the language and distance difficulties
involved in the Japanese venture. What’s the best way to improve the
TAFF situation? Like Ed, I’ve had a sneaking suspicion that a good
bruising fight would perk up interest, but one TAFF delegate after an
other turns out to be a perfect gentleman who behaves himself impec
cably and no defeated candidates demand recounts nowadays.
Maybe TAFF
should aim higher for each trip and reduce the frequency of trips.
There might be enough money available under a slowed down schedule to
permit the Eurpoe-to-US winner to arrive in ti me for the Midwestcon
or Ozarkcon and tour the country from then until the worldcon, and for
the US-to-Europe winner to cover to or three continental fan centers
besides going to the British con.

Lon Atkins’ little story has merit as fiction and even more
merit as a springboard for some serious thinking.
I’m not Reg Stabolt,
but I’m old enough to understand the reactions of this imaginary fan
and to contemplate with some sadness and some mystification the way I
feel about fans half my age.
I try "to tell myself that I wasn’t real
ly as stupid as a neofan as I remember myself as having been, and that
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the brilliance of today’s youngsters is just superficial energy and
naivete which contrasts with the more sluggish behavior of us older
fans.
Still the nagging thought remains: should I really continue ac
tivity in a field where I’m becoming more and more conspicuous as I
grow older and continue to do it all for the sheer fun of it, not to
gain practice for my coming vocation or to increase ability to mix with
people? Should I write fanhistory or should I leave the job to some
youngster who wouldn’t have the knowledge which comes from having lived
through these eras but would on the other hand would sense better what
angles of fanhistory interest most of today’s fans and would be more
impartial about those long-dead events?
(Of course I’m not preventing
any other fan from writing a history of fandom, but we might as well
be realistic about it: if mine does see print, it’s going to reduce
sharply the possibility that anyone else will write a full-length his
tory of the same epoch and it’s going to influence a lot of less am
bitious history-writing about these events; it’s a responsibility if
anything in fandom’s a responsibility.)
I think I’d better not re
read Lon’s story for quite a while.
Too much attention to it might
cause me to change my way of fanning more abruptly than would be good
for my declining spirit.
////// You must have written this letter on a gloomy day, Harry. You
are conspicuous in fandom not because of your age (which isn’t
all that advanced anyway...) but because of your Many Accom
plishments and Sterling Reputatation.
Though writing practice
and a chance to learn to mix are perhaps secondary benefits of
participating in fanac, I think all fans of tenure are in it
for fun.
By the by, has anyone noticed that the average age
in fandom has risen into the twenties? It seems to me that,
though there is the continual enterence of 17 year old neofans,
more and more fans are remaining active through adulthood.
As far as your writing of fanhistory goes, it has been my
observation that the most eagerly awaited piece of fanac among
all segments of fandom, is your Fanhistory.

WE ALSO HEARD FROM:
Tom Draheim, Steve Johnson, Jay Kinney (again),
Charlie Brown, and Archie Mercer. Particular apologies to Archie,
whose letter is great stuff, but arrived today, too late to fit in.
It’ll appear next time, I hope.

Profuse apologies to all those who feel they’ve had Unspeakable
atrocities performed on their sterling letters.
Like, I’ve never
edited the letters before...........
I also heard from Alan Shaw, but he recited his letter over
the telephone, which is definitely not recommended.
The Pickle
did not respondc
QUISH III ought to be out in early October.
It will not be
102 pages, though it may contain a section of Steve Stiles’ TAFF
report if he gets it done in time.

--- Arnie
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